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PTTFODUCTICr 

History shows that solar energy has already been utilized for a 

long time, but  it  is  only since the  19th century that  improved equipment 

has come into being,  such as boilers  fitted with mirrors,  steam engines, 

hot  air engines and cookers.     The intensive development  of thermal and 

electrical engines as well as the extremely low cost of energy,  especially 

that  imported from the Third World, have to some extent discouraged research 

in the field of solar energy.    TTow that the cost of energy is in the 

process of reaching a normal  level and that  the discovery of new oil 

resources is becoming rare,   industrialised countries are launching 

important research programmes to domesticate solar energy     "or example, 

the ^RM (Ehergy and Research Development Administration)  in the USA had 

a budget  of  !|,.115 million for the fiscal year  1976.      Solar energy has 

reached a stage where in some fields  it has started to compete economically 

with conventional sources of energy.     Due to the fact that  developing 

countries are often situated in very sunny regions,  it  is  in their own 

interest that they should develop the utilization of solar energy, which 

is free,  inexhaustible,  omnipresent  (no transport  or distribution problems) 

and non-polluting.    This energy could be converted into mechanical, 

electrical or chemical energ'   to be used in various fields;   such as the 

production of electricity,  the desalination of water,  irrigation,  cooking, 

food preservation by means of refrigeration,  drying of fishery products, 

fruit  and vegetables,  space heating and air conditioning. 

J 
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AIMS ATP SCOP^ OP TH: STUDY 

The purpose of this study is to give an account  of the development 

of research on solar energy and its utilization from the techno-economic 

point  of view.    It  aime mainly to throw light  on the principal issues 

related to the utilization   of solar energy toy developing countries,  and 

it  is hoped that  it  could serve as a first guideline for technicians, 

economists and policy makers in these  countries. 

A proliferation  of commercial  companies  in the field of solar energy 

has emerged;  seme of them often failed to propose realistic performances 

or lifetimes of equipment,  and have also asked for prohibitive prices for 

the transfer of solar technology to the developing countries.    The majority 

of these countries need a first tool permitting them to improve their 

position to negotiate the transfer of solar technology for Research and 

Development purposes.     This study is a first  attempt at providing such a 

tool.     For more details concerning one aspect or another of the study, 

more specialised references should be consulted.    A summarised list  of 

important  sources of information  (institutions and bibliography) will be 

supplied in the annex of this study. 

Attention has been  focused on the short and medium term perspectives 

because it  is felt  that  this ir, most  important  for the moment,  and because 

available data does not  allow a valid long term projection.    However,  due 

to the accelerated change  in technology,  it  is also felt that a study of 

this nature should be repeated periodically and that  the specific field of 

utilization of solar energy in developing countries should he discussed 

periodically in specialised expert group meetings. 

This study is neither a manual nor an extensiv   and detailed survey of 

all aspects related to solar energy utilization.     Its chapters are not 

balanced;  in general more  importance has been given to fields which have 

not yet been popularised. 

The study will deal with: 

1.       Development  and State of the Art 

This section will describe the general applications of existing 

technology, and will includo the findings of the visits paid by the author 

to Research and Development Centres,  and of discussions and participation 

-i—Mfc-tJ 
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in international meetings.    Commenta on and extracts from the findings of 

international, regional and national meetings, sruveyi and inquiries will bs 

reported. 

2',      Techno-econor-.c f'-rlfytirn of- solar- equipment • 

In this chapier, seme general techno-economic comparisons will be 

made to show which solar equipment could be economically utilised in the 

short and medium term in developing countries.     Equations will be outlined 

with parameters to be quantify jd aeeerding to prevailing conditions in 

each country.    An elaborated example will be given in the paragraph 

"Techno-economic Comparison between Solar liigines and Internal Combustion 

Engines".    It is very difficult to go into detail as this would produce a 

very narrow case study, which is not the intention of this report. 

Nevertheless, it is hoped that this chapter will permit a first evaluation 
of the kind of equipment that could be envisaged. 

3.      Possibility of solar energy utilization in developing oountries 

The author has visited some important centres of solar and wind 

energy research in developed countries (France, Netherlands, PRO, Canada 

and the USA) and developing countrios (Greece,  India, Mexico and Trinidad). 

Some findings of these visits, as well as an evaluation of the existing 

experience, will be reported.    Problems and possible solutions, and the 

general trend for co-operation between developing and developed countries 

and among developing countries, will be discussed.    The role of UN IK) in 

the field of solar energy will also be discussed. 

4.      Annexes 

Important current programmes of R and D on solar energy, extraots 

from information systems in solar energy and from the enquiry undertaken 

by the Austrian Solar and Space Agency on small solar power systems,  and 

addresses of important centres in developed and developing oountries, will 

be inoluded'.in the annexes. 

A bibliography of practical manuals, books and publications utilised 

in the study will also be included. 

Unfortunately no adequate information is available to the author 

about the important activities undertaken in countries such as USSR and 

Japan in the field of solar energy. 

w » IME if 
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It has not always been possible to use the metric system when 

giving quotations. 

Except for the original work and the personal appraisals, the 

author does not claim credit for the information included in this 

study.    Such information is based on available technical literature, 

brochures and/or statements by manufacturers and direct contacts and 

discussions held in specialised institutions. 
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ÇHAPT3R I - i)5V3L0PKgtT AlTD STATE 0? THC ART 

1.       CONVETiSIOT OF SOLAR WtRGY INTO MECHANICAL EFÏÏRGT 

General considerations 

The .erm "aolrw engine" designates an engine o; arated by solar 

energy.    Steam or vapour is obtained by heating the working fluid with 

solar radiation.     Ili is vapour or steam expands in a reciprocating or 

rotative engine.     Fron the engine it flows to a heat exchanger (condensor) 

in which it condenceB, and from there it  is reinjected by a pump  (usually 

operated by :he solar engine itself) to a heat exchanger (evaporator) 

in which it evaporates.    The cycle is then closed.    The Rankine cyole is 

most often used.    The efficiency of the system depends firstly on the 

Carnot efficiency: 

T1-T2 

T. - the absolute temperature of the hot source 

T- - the absolute temperature of the cold source 

It appears from this equation,,  that, from the thermal point of view, it 

is more economical to use a very high temperature for the hot source and 

a very iow temperature for the cold source.    In a practical sense, T.  is 

limited by the performance of the solar collectors and by the high 

pressure, which implies the use of special materials and special techniques, 

for exampie, the pressure of freon 22 is 20 bars at  50 C.    T,, is limited 

by the cooling source:    water or air with natural  or forced convection. 

No standards yet exist defining the range of low, medium and high 

temperatures. 

In thi9 study,  low temperature solar engines refer to temperatures 

below 100°C.    This means that flat plate solar collectors, capturing 

direct and diffusa solar radiation, are used.    Medium and high temperature 

solar engines refer to temperatures above 100 C;   in this case, focusing 

solar collectors,which track the sun and use only direct solar radiation, 

are used. 

Air could be heated to a relatively high temperature by solar energy 

and used to operate solar engines.    Two cycles could be used: 

Closed cycle system (Stirling):    the air is compressed in J 
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a cold space, then  it  is put into contact vfith a hot 

source, where its pressure increases and expands  in a 

power cylinder.    Prom there it flows to the cold space 

and the cycle is closed. 

Open cycle  system  (Sricson):  compressed air is  introduced 

into a hot  cpace.     It then expands and exhausts  into the 

atmosphere. 

1*1    Low temperature  solar engine 

The low temperature solar engine system refere practically to 

temperatures lower than 80°C.     It consists of flat plato solar collectors 

which convert  solar energy into heat.    A working fluid (freon 22,  freon 

12,  freon  11,   freon  114, butane  .   .   . ) is evaporated directly in solar 

collectors or by hot water obtained from solar collectors circulating in 

a heat  exchanger (evaporator).     The working fluid in its gaseous phase 

flows to and expands  into a reciprocating or rotative engine.     Prom the 

engine  it flows to a condensor,  air or water cooled.    Prom the condensor: 

the working fluid in  its liquid phase is reinjected into the evaporator 

by a pump operated by the solar engine.    In some applications, when hct 

water is used to evaporate the working fluid,  a circulating pump also 

operated by the  solar engine could be used to accelerate the circulation 

of the hot water in order to improve the heat transfer in the evaporator. 

In this case,  manual starting is necessary. 

The Lolution of evaporating the working fluid d.roctly in the solar 

collectors could be economical in small installations but it seems that 

it would be very difficult to adapt such a solution in the case of large 

solar collectors, since the circulation of the working fluid may present 

great difficulty and the tightness of the system would be very difficult 

to obtain. 

1.1.1  S0FR3TBS.  the Société Française d'Etudes Thermiques et  d'îhergie 

Solaire, has already installed or is installing about  50 solar 

pumps.    The majority of them has about  1  kw. 

The technology, however, has evolved too far.    They have tried 

butane and many kinds of freon,  especially freon 12 and 11, and 

now it seems that they are changing to freon  114.    They have aleo 

changed their technology in the matter of heat  exohangers. 

v- i —l <t 
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They began with  shell and tube condonsors and evaporators. 

Afterwards they used tube in tube  (cornial) condensers and now 

it  seems thit  they are changing to plate heat  exchangers similar 

to those used in the food industry.    In one of the  1  kw solar 
2 

pump  installations using butane as the working fluid and 60 m 

flat  plate r-solar collectors,  the following approximative data 

has been obtained.    The water outlet temperature  of the solar 

collectors  is  about  70 C.    The temperature in the outlet of the 

evaporator and in the entrance  of the solar reciprocating engine 

is about 67  C    and the outlet temperature of the engine is about 

50 C.    The condensing temperature  in the condensor,  cooled by the 

pumped water,  is  about  30 C.     In a good solar radiation rogime, 

such an engine  could function about  6 hours a day without solar 

storage, but  it  would not give  full power all this time. 

In another  1  kw solar pump installation,  the following data has 

been obtained: 

entrance temperature in the engine 

outlet temperature from the engine 

outlet  temperature from the condensor 

55°c 
40°C 

30°C 

The same company,   in collaboration with the Mexican Government, 

has  installed a 25 kw solar power plant  in San Luis de la Paz. 

The electric generator is operated by p. turbine  of 7»200 rpm 

operated by the evaporated freon  11  at  a pressure of about 3 '    -s,, 

working lluid <>r>trance temperature of 57 C and outlet tempeiT.ture 

about  30°C.  This turbine is fed by freon  11 evaporated in an 
2 

aluminium evaporator with an exchange surface of about  350 m    and 

415,000 kcal/hour with water entrance temperature 62 C and water 

exit temperature  58 C. 

2 
The evaporator is fed with hot v ater coming from  1200 m   net 

effective surface  solar collectors.    The gas is condensed in a 

stainless steel  condensor of 380,000 kcal per hour with about 
2 

100 m    exchange surface.    The condensed freon is reinjected into 

the evaporator by a 3 kw reinject ion pump driven by electric energy 

delivered by the electric generator. 

h 
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Principle of low temperature rolar engine with workinr 

fluid evaporai inr  in the evaporator healed with hot 

water which ir he a ted b,v ::olor energy. 
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The installation has been in operation for about one year and does 

not present serious technological problems, but the control of the 

system is very sophisticated 

1.1.2 A V-2 solar vapour angine na3 been developed by Färber of the 

Solar Tihergy and Energy Conversion Laboratory of the University of 

Florida. The system uses freon evaporating directly in the solar 

collectors. It consists of two cylinders, each having an inside 

diameter of 5' mm- The two cylinders are oriented at 90 to each 

other. The piston in ¿ach cylinder has a stroke of 39 m»« Slide 

valves control the vapour flow in and out of the cylinder* admitting 

vapour for 90 of the flywheel rotation and exhausting it for 140 . 

The 25 om tall, 35 cm wide and 23 cm deep engine is mounted in 

housing 40 cm in diameter and 25 cm deep.  The total displacement 

of the engine for one revolution is 305 cc. 

The vapour is fed to the engine through tho housing. The vapour « 

after it has produced work, is exhausted into the housing surrounding 

the engine. In this rranner any leaks which may be present are not 

critical since the housing cliche? all exhausted and escaping vapours. 

From the housing, the vapour flowB to the condensor. 

The engine is speed-controlled by a centrifugal flywheel governor 

which regulates the vapour flow to th<* engine and can be adjusted 

to give the spend desired fc operation. 

The water-cooled condenser used in connection with this engine is 

a oylinder 76 cm in diameter and 61 cm long. In this cylindrical 

oontainer are 7 coils of 2.5 cm diameter pipe giving a total length 

of 13.5 m« The vapour is condensed in this pipe. 

The operating conditions and an ideal system T-S diagram is shown 

in Fig. 1. 1-2 indicates the expansion of vapour through the engine 

which converts some of the energy into mechanical work. 2-3 indicates 

the state ohanges which occur in the fluid when it is moving through 

the condensor. 3-4 is an indication of the pump action, raising the 

pressure to that of the solar vapour generators. 4-1 completes the 

oyole of the system and presents the ohanges which occur in the 

evaporator. This same cycle is presented for a freon 11 as working 

fluid in Fig. 2. Conservative operating conditions were selected 

which can readily be obtained by such systems. 72 C vapour is J 
J« 
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is delivered by the flat plate solar collectors nnd 28 C liquid 

by the water cooled condensor.    The pressures corresponding to 

these temperatures are moderata, not requiring special designs. 

Idealised conditions inside  uhe engine cylindera,  on  one side 

of the piston are indicated in a diagram pressure-volume air 

Pig. 3, and the corners arc not rounded as they are in the real 

case. 

Pig. 4 presents the actual performance of the engine with supply 

pressures held constant at 2.36,  2.70,  3.04 "and 3.40 atmospheres, 

pressures which  correspond to 11-11  at temperatures of 51»  56, 60 

and 65 C respectively. 

The curves arc typical of engine performance.    Maximum speed is 

reached at no load and as the load is increased the speed drops. 

If the power output  is plotted against  revolutions per minute 

a maximum power point   is shown  on each curve. 

Curves fcr temperatures and pressures higher than those presented 

could be obtained,  but only during a very short part  of the dayl 

The combination  of two cylinders in a compact V arrangement makes 

this engine self-3tarting, which is a distinct advantage when 

intermittent  clouds cover tho  sky. 

1.1.3 Sun Power Systems;    This company has developed a rotative engine 

mainly destined to use industrial waste energy.    However the working 

fluid, namely freon,  could be evaporated by hot water obtained from 

flat plate solar collectors.    The engine is based on the Rankine 

cycle.    A 10 kw power generation plant was visited by the Special 

Technical Adviser in October  1976, which was ready for shipment to 

Albuquerque in the USA, for testing by a team of consultants working 

for the United Nations Environment F-ogramme before being sent to a 

project exec^.t^d by this agency in Sri Lanka.    According to a letter 

from the manufacturer to UNIDO dated 15 November 1976, this unit is 

now operating at 10 lew power with 1* m /hour of water entering the 

freon evaporator at 90 C and it is expected that 276 m   net effective 

surface of solar colleotore could ensure the energy necessary to heat 

the water.    In this plant two standard heat exchangers manufactured 

by Carrier, the refrigeration nnd air conditioning firm, are used. 

1 
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2 
An 09RH-43 model with 23 m    heat exchange surface is used as 

2 
evaporator and nn 09RH-70 model with 35« 2 m   heat exchange surface 

is used as condenser.    The engine has 1800 rptn and its w«ight  is 

about80 kg.    It operates an electric generator 1800 rpm,  60 Hz. 

Ine engine,  Including the neat exchangers, the reinjection pump 

and    the electric generator is rather compact. 

The  10 kw power is for a 55 C difference between the evaporating 

and the condensing temperatures, but in practice such a difference 

could not be obtained with a flat plate solar collector and only a 

difference of about  40 C could be expected with the usual flat 

plate solar collectors.    The maximum expected power will then be 

about 7 kw.    As in the case  of the S0FR3TES engines, the  lubrication 

is ensured by lubricant dissolved in the freon.    The actual surface 

of the evaporator seems to bo insufficient, particularly when the 

temperature of the hot water entering the evaporator is about 70 C. 

According tö the manufacturer, one of his small prototypes has 

been tested for 10,000 hours without significant problems.    However 

the test was undertaken in the proximity of the factory and not in 

the field. 

1.1.4 Gironnet-aiSAM engine 

A fractional kw prototype reciprocating low speed engine has been 

developed by the Ecole National Supérieure des Arts et Métiers. 

The School  is now negotiating the manufacture of a 2 kw prototype 

with an industrial firm.    The only technical difficulty which has 

not yet been resolved is the lubrication.    They can use the same 

syBtem of lubrication as that used by the SOFEETES engine or the 

Sun Power Systems engine and this solution does not present any 

difficulties for them, but they are trying to develop a dry 

lubricating system, which they believe would be a better solution. 

,i ¿>¡.. 
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The cost of construction of the next 2 lew prototype is esti- 

mated at $4000 not  including the solar collectors of which the re- 

quired surface is estimated at 50 - 60 m    in a favourable solar 
radiation regime. 

The first prototype is being tested with compressed air, but 

this does not permit a valid evaluating.    However,  its design is 

simple and its expected cost is relatively low. 
1.5.5. Messersohmidt-Bblkow-Plonm 

M.B.B. Ottobrun  .        , is working on a 10 kw solar thermal 

plant.   This plant  shall be an independent power station for remote 

rural communities.    Besides the required peak power of 10 KW- , a 

power reserve for night operation is planned which has been spe- 

cified to 12 KWhg for a power of 1 KVL..    This requirement implies 

an energy storage system to be optimised.    The flat-plate collectors 

used by MBB for solar space heating in a pre-development phase of 

about two years,  will be used as solar collectors.    According to the 
2 

given peak power a total collector surface of approximately 700 m 

is required     (According to the meeting held between Br. Hoffmann 

of MBB and the Special Technical Adviser on 2 December 1976, MBB is 

expeoting the possibility of reduction of the net effective surface 

of solar collectors to about 350 m ).    However, the definite speci- 

fication of the required surface highly depends on the local climat io 

and oonsumer-oriented operating conditions and demands a careful 

harmonisation of required storage capacity with 24 hour working 

cycles taking into consideration the partial-load behaviour of all 

respective plant  components.   A screw motor developed by the LINDI 

oompany with RII4 &e working fluid will be used.    A possible advan- 

tage of this type of machine for the low power class required could 

be an expected high efficiency behaviour of the displacement machine 

also in the partial-load range.    Low specific (kg per kw) weight, 

small bulkiness and no valves should be mentioned. 

The MBB flat-plat e collector is a two-glass ool lector of modu- 

lar design.    The outer dimensions of the absorption surface of eaoh 

module are 60 cm x I80 cm » 1 m .   The absorber is made of roll- 

bond aluminum, and it is protected against corrosion by an inhibitor. 

The outer absorber layer is a thermal point with a high absorbability 

value (O.96).    This paint had been developed for space applications. 

1 
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The rear heat  insulation consists of a protected polyurethane-foam 

cover.    Pig.      shows the typical efficiency of the flat-plate collec- 

tor as a function of the collector temperature.    It  is expected that 

the temperature of the hot wat or could be 95°C. 

Evaluation: 

MBB has already assembled its prototype which has been tested 

several times for short durations with hot water supplied by electric 

boiler.    Some modifications aro now under consideration.    The engine 

itself is very compact  and is used in the air Conditioning of trains. 

It has been modified to be included in this plant:    Obtaining 10 kw 

with 95 C.    Evaporating temperature of freon 114 could be possible 

but   it  seems that  obtaining this temperature is very difficult with 

the conventional flat-plate solar collectors.    Sophisticated tech- 

nology including the use of selective surfaces in the collectors 

should be used.    It  has not yet been proved that  such collectors 

could easily be manufactured and with reasonable costs.    However, 

the firm KBB is open-minded about all possible changes regarding 

used temperaturos or the necessary modifications in the design of 

the plant. 

A further study in the summer of 1977 is recommended, when the 

experiment which is necessary for a valid evaluation will be neces- 

sary. 

1 
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1«2   Medium and high temperature solar engine 

To obtain steam or vapour is the main problem with this type 

of system.    Conventional 3team engines have successfully been used 

in the early years of this century.    Steam turbines are reliable but 

a small size does not exist  on the market. 

The Carnot  efficiency is relatively high but other efficiencies 

should be taken into consideration:    in the case of heliostat, for 

example, the global efficiency is: 

g     "e  -  -d - -r "    s '    a       1       h       t        m 

The indexes designate the following and could have the following 

order of magnitude: 

g - global 

c - Carnot,  depending on the used temperatures 

d - Diffuse-direct  aolar radiation 0.80 

r - reflectivity of mirror 0.80 

s - Sunset - sunrise 0.70 

a - focal absorption - geometrical losses             0.70 

1 - heat  losses O.7O 

h - clouds transient O.8O 

t - heliostat  spacing factor 0.6 

m - engine O.5 - 0.8 

Then the global efficiency could be about  5 - of> of that of 

the Carnot efficiency.    For example,  if the steam temperature is 

200 C and the condensing temperature is 30°C,  the Carnot efficiency 

is about 305Í and the global efficiency of the  system will be about 

1.5 - 2.4L/-.    This means that  in a favourable solar radiation regime 
2 

about 40m   of heliostat will be needed per average kw of solar 

engine during the daytime.    Some firms aim to obtain 1 kw per IO-I51T1 

but this generally refers to peak kw (this term designates the power 

delivered by the engine when solar radiation is maximal). 

Many institutes are working on very large thermal power plants, 

among them the following could be mentioned: 

The Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique in France,  in 

collaboration with Electricité de Prance,  is working on a high tempe- 

rature power station of 10 MW in which the pressure could reach 

J 
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80 bars.    In early 1977»  a 100 kw boiler, which is being developed 

jointly by the CNRS,  Babcock Wilcox,  Häurtey, St. Gobiin and Renault 

(SERI) and using heliostat s, will begin operation at Odeillo. 

USA      Initiation of the construction of a 5 MW..   solar thermal test — "     tn 
facility J or nesting and evaluating components and advanced concep- 

tual designs is planned for 1976.    Assessment of solar thermal system» 

and their economic viability will be continued.    Studies of the 

environmental and social impact of solar thermal systems will be 

pursued.    The design of a 10 MWe pilot plant will be initiated; 

and preliminary cost estimates for this facility will be obtained. 

Among the firms which have already realised a prototype of a 

small steam engine, M.A.N.,   in -tha PRG,   should be mentioned. 

M.A.N.  in collaboration with the research institute DPVLR, 

Stuttgart  (FBO) are constructing a plant which consists of 12 

collector rows (N-S mounting tracking the aun in one direction and 

B-0 in 2 directions) with 6 parabolic trough collectors (concen- 

trating factor 30) in each row.    The length of a collector is 2.5 m, 

the aperture 1m.    The collectors are arranged on a platform whioh is 

inclined at an angle corresponding to the latitude.    The total 
p 

effective mirror area of the prototype is about  I80 m , the working 

temperature 200 C and the mean thermal energy output per day is about 

700 kWh (working time from 7 a.m. to 5 p.m.).    With a steam motor 

and electric generator (10 kW   peak), the electric power output  is 

about 70 vWh/d (overall efficiency about 6/1).    The condensed water 

has a temperature of 95 C and it  is planned to use it for hot 

water supply and/or space heating and air conditioning.    To increase 

the electrical output while decreasing the effective collector sur- 

face,  higher working temperatures are envisaged.    The following 

table shows the planning data of different stages of solar power 

plant s. 

Prototyp« Iaproved 
Type 

Optimised 
series type 

Effective Area m2 1Ö0 130 100 

Working Temperature °C 200 250 300 

Thermal Capacity kWh/d 700 48O 390 
Electrioital Capacity kWh/d 70 69 68 

Efficiencies 2 

l 

r 
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Prototype Improved 
Type 

Optimised 
series type 

Collector 58 54 59 

Cycle 20 24 28 

Mot or/Generat or 50 60 63 

Overall 6 8 10 

According to the design, this plant  could be extended in 

modular construction to larger plants up to  several hundreds kW . 

1 

M.A.N.   is also working on a screw mover,   and it  is planned 

that this unit will work with superheated vapour of freon 114» 

This firm believes that 

"the chance of success with a low temperature solar engine is 
very small.    Contrary to concentrating collectors conventional 
flat plate collectors utilise partly the diffuse radiation. 
This port  however,   is on the average  lower than 10 per cent 
for the regions considered (1 ) and plays therefore a minor 
role.    Plat plate collectors have the crucial disadvantage of 
strongly decreasing efficiency with increasing collector tem- 
perature.    Furthermore the insolation on fix tilted collectors 
is smaller in the morning and afternoon.    Thus the value of 
efficiency decreases still more.    An additional disadvantage 
is that  a low boiling working fluid such as Freon must be used. 
This demani expensive heat exchangers. 

The thermal efficiency increases correspondingly for higher 
collector temperatures.    However,   sufficiently high efficiencies 
can be achieved only if envelopes reflecting '.lie infrared 
radiation are used (-which are expensive)  or selective coatings 
are applied (-which show degradation). 

Focusing collectors consist for instanco  of a parabolic trough 
or a Fresnel  lens concentrating the direct   solar radiation on 
an absorber pipe mounted in the focus line.    These collectors 
have very high efficiencies - about  ^0 per cent - already for 
low concentrating factors between 20 and 30. 

Focusing collectors must track the sun.     Thus the high effi- 
ciency remains nearly constant  in the morning and afternoon. 
A further crucial  advantage - contrary to flat  plate collectors - 
is that  conventional,  available steam engines can be used 
because  of the higher working temperatures." 

The prototype  steam engine, when visited by the Special Tech- 

nical Adviser at the beginning of December,  was being fixed on the ground, 

the solar collectors were ready and a refrigerating absorption 

machine was integrated in the installation.     It  is expected that 

v- J 
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tests will begin within onn month at the latest.    The prototype 

with the screw expander was assembled and it was expected that 

tests w. 11 begin Boon. 

The steam engine utilised in thi3 plant  is one of the scries 

which has been manufactured in the 60th.    Ite power is greater 

than that which could bo given by the available set of solar 

collectors. 

The expected break-down of the cost  of the 10 kW steam engino 

is: 

ITEM DM/kWp 

Steam engine + generator + framing support  + 

control system (engine/generator) 2.030,— 

condensât or 36O,-- 

pumps,  pipelines,   insulation,  control  system 

(cycle) 510,— 

storage,  insulation + storage-water-container 1,330,— 

collectors 2.770,— 

J»   7.000,—    or about  $2,800 

In the United States many small companies have emerged aiming 

to construct focussing solar collectors which track the sun auto- 

matically.    One of them, Sun Power Systems Corporation in Tempe, 

Arizona, has developed oylindropc.rabolic solar collectors.    One 

of the proposed has  (according to their publications) the following 

performance data and specifications: 

Description of system:    Aluminium parapbolic troughs arranged in 

series; the amount  of troughs needed per specific installation is 

determined by BTU requirements.    Troughs? are kept constantly focus sed 

on the sun by an electronic devioe which incorporates a high-tempera- 

ture defocussing capability,  a low-tomporature freeze protection, 

and a temperature comparator which guarantees that the unit  only 

heats water in the  3torage facility. 

Trough Dimensions:    (Standard size)    4' x 10'    (effective aroa 36.7 ft  ) 

Trough Surface:    Annodized aluminum,   guaranteed in excess of five 

years.    Dust has no significant effect  on efficiency. 

-»JMM3 
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BTU produced daily per ft2:    (    32° N. Lat.       10<# sunshine) 

June 211    1885* 

Dec.  21:    1149 Avg.:     I517 

BTU produced daily por trough:    (    32° II.  Lat.       100/" sunshine) 

June 21:    6^,i90 

Dec.  21:    42,167 Avg.:     55,679 

»834 BTU are needed to raise one gallon of water 100°F. 

Concentration ratio:    44:1 

Absorber fluid:    Water. 

AbBorber fluid flow rate:    5 gal./min.,  although the system works 

equally wo11 with faster or slower flows. 

Water temperature:    350°P.     (Closed loop system circulating water 

from eight  collectors through a 40 gal.  insulated storage tank). 

Maximum operating pressure:    300 psi. 

Collector weight:     1.5 lbs./ft.2:    55.05 lbs./trough (includee all 

framing,  component 3, wat er). 

Absorber material:     1" hard coppor pipe with selective black coating. 

Framing material:    Tubular  steel (rectangular)     .O65 wall. 

Tracking motor:    2.8 rpnr,   gear ratio 1780:1; amp load 1 amp; accurate 

within 10 min.  of nun:  450 in./lb. 

Collector end fittings:    Adaptaba. 

Storage:    îîecommendod storage I.5 gal,/ft.2 of collector. 

Oriontation:    North-South orientation is preferred, but not necessary. 

A flat roof is preferred,   but not  necessary. 

Esthetics:    System is very low profilo; it can easily be placed 

behind a parapet wall and thus bo unobtrusive. 

Adaptability:    System can be retrofitted to any existing structure. 

System can be expanded by adding extra troughs,   should energy demands 

increase. 

Maintenance:    No maintenance  is required.    Collectors can be hosed 

off occasionally,  but this is not necessary. 

Storm damage susceptibility:    in overease conditions troughs are 

v- -a-m+Jj 
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sutomatically returned to night-time position to minimize storm 

damage. 

Warranty:    One year on all materials and componente e::ccpt those 

components undor warranty limitations imposed by othor manufacturers. 

The problem with those  simple focussing collectors,  which 

certainly work,   is that the  short  duration of experience  is not 

sufficient to seriously évaluâte the lifetime and the performances 

and the effects of climatic conditions and dust.    Present ooats of 
o 

auch simple solar collectors are about  $100 per m  . 

The following comments could be stated: 

Medium and high temperature solar engines could use conventional 

steam engines and steam turbines which have already boon suc- 

cessfully utilised for a long time  (in the early years of this 

century,  Schumann installed a successful solar steam engine in 

Egypt);  but  small turbines do not  yet  ejrist  on the market; 

- The thermal efficiency of these engines is better than that 

of the low temperature engines because the Carnet  efficiency 

is higher. 

These engines require  direct  solar radiation,  which is not 

always available. 

Focussing solar collectors should track the sun and this could 

bo technologically resolved with reasonable costs. No systems 

have yet  been terted over a long period. 

- This system is expected to be more successful  in the case  of 

Large rather than small  installations. 

- Whon the problem of solar storage has buen resolved to a great 

extent,  many of the problems of these installations which are 

to be used in sunny countries could be diminished. 

J 
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1.3   Hot air ent,inoB 

Principle of the Stirling Bigine 

+)    " In a conventímal engine the heat ìB supplied by burning a quantity 

of fuel inside the.chamber. In tlie Stirling en; ine, the heat is added 

by an external flame through a heat excheader  (heater head) to the 

working gao  inside the engine. 

First, a cool volume of gas, entrapped by a piston,  j.s compressed 

(Fig.  1a) and ther heated by an external heat source (Fig.  1^). 

As the gas heats, its pressure ¿increases and the piston is driven 

downward to turn the crankshaft. After expansion (Fig.  1c),   the 

gas is cooled by an external cooling source  (Fig.    1d    ).  Its 

pressure decreases¡ and the gas is once a¿:ain compressed. Since the 

pressure during the hot expansion is much higher than during the cool 

oomprescion, there is a network output from the engine. The complete 

cycle takes place in one revolution of the crankshaft as opposed to 

two revolutions required by convertimi engines. 

Sinc:e exchanging the heating and cooling sources is a 

oumbersome process, Robert Stirling, after whom the cycle is named, 

conceived a refinement to overcome this problem. His invention 

replaced the alternating use of hoi    and cold sources by addition 

of a mechanism called a displacer piston which serves to move the 

gas between a stationary hot chamber and a otationary cold chamber 

(Fig.   2 ). 

+)      Extract of "The Stirling Rigine for passenger car application" 

by Postma, van Oiessel and Reinink : Sty of Automotive Engineers 1973 

J 
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The displacer piston mechanism allows the heating source to be 

stationary at one end of the cylpjider, and the cooling source to "be 

stationary at the other end  (Fig.   3 ). When the displacer piston moves 

upuardB (Fig.   3a ) the hot working gas fron the upper portion of the 

cylinder is first moved through the heating coil or heater tubes. The 

gas then flows through the  cooling coil where i, is cooled until most 

of the working gas is in the cold section bejLow the displacer piston. 

Because the gas is cool,   itr; pressure is low. Moving the piston downward 

(Fig. 3D ) f nrces the working gas back through the cooling coils and into 

the heater  tubes '.rhere it  in  heated and forced into the hot section 

above the displacer piston.  Since the gas is hot,  its pressure is high. 

There are no valves in  the flow path,  so that when the upper chamber 

in at high pressure,  the lower chamber is also at high pressure. 

One more addition is required to complete a practical Stirling 

engine. The regenerator,   (Pig. 4 ) is located between the fixed 

heating and the cooling sources and stores otherwise wasted heat 

during the cooling process  and permits recovery of the heat during 

the heating phase. This stored heat is equal to several times the 

heat added from the outside heat source. 

Fig.     5    shows the dicplacer section combined, with, the power 

section to form the basic  Stirling cycle power unit. Fig.    5a 

shows the cooled gas bein;j compressed by the power piston as in 

a conven ti al  internal combustion engine.  In Fig.    5b      »  the 

compressed gas is being heated and its pressure increased because 

the displacer piston is movi-ig a portion of the gas  into the upper 

or hot part  of the displacer  ¡joction. The pressure increase is 

felt on the  lower piston.   In Fig.    5C    the hot, hi;h pressure gas 

has completed  its heating cycle due to the descending displacer 

piston and the power piston has completed its power stroke driven 

by a high pressure gas. Fig.   5d shows the displacer piston moving 

upward to force the working gas into the cool portion of the chamber, 

thus decreasing its pressure. The power pi3ton is novi ready to 

repeat the compression stroke and the cycle is completed. 

The remaining mechanisms required to form a simple Stirling 

cycle are those needed for driving the displacer piston at a        , , 

fixed relationship to the power pistop ( 90    out-of-phase ) (Pig.   6 )• 

This can be done by a crank and chain. 

v- J 
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,   Closed cycle hot air online 

1.3»1. Philips Bolij hot air engine 

Philips has developed srcall hot air engines in the past;  one 

engine of 1 horse power at 1500 rpm has teen modified by KHANA in 

India to be experimented with 3olar energy. The heat ine system, 

in the form of a cylindrical head of 6 cm diameter, designed to burn 

kerosaie oil, was removed and concentrated 3oler energy was used to 
2 

heat the engine. A set of mirror reflectors with a surface of 8 m 

has been used,  the engine coi'.ld operate a 200 watt electric generator,. 

The theoretical efficiency of  the Stirling cycle could not be reached. 

1»3.2 Färber closed cycle hot air engine 

Several prototypes have been developed in  the Soler Energy 

and Energy Conversion Laboratory in the University of Florida. One 

interesting prototype is a supercharged, water-injected solar hot air 

engine in which an adjustable checkvalvc allows the engine to super- 

charge itself by drawing in fresh air or water during the below- 

atmospheric pressure part of the cycle. 

The en; ine could be U3cd with solar energy and can be used 

directly without modification    to burn wood, coal or liquid fuels. 

If used with solar energy it  is  only nocoasary to open the door and 

to concentrate the 3olar encr;;y upon the end of the displacer cylinder 

inside the furnace box. This engine can be built with very simple 

machine tools. 

A displacer cylinder is mounted on top, which has an inside 

diameter of 2 3/4 inches and is 10 I/8 inches long internally. 

InBido this displacer cylinder moves a displacer with an outside 

diameter of 2 II/16 inches and a length of 8 inches. The displacer, 

wit    a 3trokc of 2 inches, ha3  enough clearance both, radially and 

at the ends to move freely in the displacer cylinder. 

The displacer cylinder is  designed so that  it can be heated at 

one end by gas,  oil,  solar energy,  etc. and cooled at tho other end 

by air or by a water jacket  (  closed or open circuit  ). The 

displacer is moved by a -¿ inch rod entering through a sleeve bushing. 

The present  improvements resulted at least in part from the 

difficulty of keeping the bushing absolutely gas tight without 

introducing unnecessary friction. 

I 
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The displacer cylinder is connected Tay a 3/4 inch pipe nipple to the 

power cylinder with a piston of 2 3/C inches diameter and a 

stroke of 1 -¿  inches. 

The linkage between the displacer land \ao  power piston allows 

timing of the engine. For normal operation the displacer leads the 

power piston by about 100 degrees. 

The operation of the engine depends upon the alternate hoating 

and cooling of the wording flvid. When the fluid i3 heated, pressure 

builds up and then pushes the power piston dam. When the working 

fluid is cooled, the pressure in the online decreases, allowing ,tho 

power piston to be returned by the energy stored in the flywheel. 

The al tomato heating and cooling of the working fluid is 

accomplished by the displacer moving the working fluid back and forth 

between the hot walls and the cold walls of the displacer cylinder. 

Tne performance of the engine is furthor helped by regeneration 

along the displacer and tho displacer cylinder walls. Heat is stored 

in those walls, during part of the cycle to be rolor-sod and used 

during another. The working fluid, streaming back and forth, 

alternately giving off this heat and then absorbing it later thus 

preventing it from leaving the system, provides internal regeneration. 

The engine is ptarted when the pressure inuide is equal to 

atmospheric pressure. So during operation, for part of the cycle,it 

will ri-ip below atmospheric pressure. During the operation of tho 

engine under normal conditions this dipping below atmospheric pressure 

during part of the cycle is enhanced by leakage of the working 

fluid (air) through the displacer rod bushing, out- during the 

high pressure part of tho cycle and ir. - during tho bolow atmospheric 

pressure part of the cycle. 

Efforts have been made to prevent or minimise this leakage but 

it was found quite difficult to do this and have it continue, 

without increasing the friction losses considerably. For this reason 

two alternative methods of solving the problem were developed and they 

are described below. 

_M*M* 
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Air injection: Since,   it was not easy to eliminate the leakage 

during the high pressure part of the cycle, a small adjustable ball 

Chech valve was  in o tal led as  shovm in Fi/;.      1   . This nado  it easy 

for .fVoBh air to orner the astoni quickly dur in • the bclow- 

atmosphcric pressure part of  the cycle, 'i'hia very simple addition 

allowed Ihn online to 0p^atc with a larger averlo amount  of working 

fluid resulting in higher power  output. 

Water  injection: When  the  inlet to tho small adjustable ball 

chock valve warj dipped into water, water wna  injected into tho system 

rather than air. This allowed even larger amounts of fluid to bo 

added to tho  system,  since it was added in the liquid phase, resulting 

in even greater  increases in power output. Mother advantage of water 

injection  (or other liquids)  ir,  that it enhances the heat transfer 
at tho hot  end greatly. 

The conclusions of the author arc the following: 

Self-acting air or water  injection can considerably improvo 

the performance of tho simple closed cycle hot air engines. 

Water  injection is nore effective because it allows largor 

quantities  of fluid to bo  injected and it  increases the hoat transfer 

at tho hot  end of the engine through phase chai.go. 

Engines of the typo described here can be classified as "Hybrid" 

since they combine the advantages of tho Stirling cycle with those 
of others . 

Opon cycle hot aij enfino 

The engine takes atmospheric air, compresses it,  thon hoats it 

by solar energy;  the compressed air expands and exhausta;in tho 

atmosphere.  A compressor is combined with tho engine  (which could 

also be a turbine). The advantage of this sysxom is that tho heating 

regimo of tho air and tho speed of the engine are independent. 

1.3.3 KHAIIA engine 

A small  open-cycle hot-air  engine was dismantled from an old 

kerosene oil-opc-atcd fan and was overhauled. Its worn-out parte 

woro replaced and suitable modifications were earripd out before 

ite uso.  It operated at an average speed of 250 rpm. Hoat at the cold e.-.d 

was dissipated tnrough large thick fins cast along with tho body 

of the ongino. To give smooth and continuous running,  a ij,- 

1 
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thick hollow disc, which formed the, false bottom, was slipped over 

the bottom of the expander cylindor. The dice was made of copper 

sheet and the empty space was filled with dry sand. It formed u 

perfect fit and ensured compioto contact between the metal surfacos. 

The entire cylinder length of &¿  inch including the false bottom 

was enclosed in a pyrex glass tube closed at ono end and of slightly 

larger diameter. Both those arrangements helped to raise the 

temperature of the hot end and to realise uninterrupted and steady 

running of  the ongine. 

Coupled to a snail reciprocating water pump, thi3 engine was 

suitably mounted with tho throe metal reflectors described above und 

used for experiments on pumping water, from different depths.    The 

coupled unit developed about l/l6 h »P.    and not 1/8 h.p. as 

expected according to some authors. 

Lator, another hot-air engine of nearly double tho capacity 

of the one used earlier was procured, modified and mounted in the 

vortical position on au iron tripod stand. It lías used with plane- 

glasBHTiirror conccntratprs. Couplod to the water pump, the ongine 

developed about I/8 h.p. A small cylindrical parabolic metal 

rof loctor was placed behind the cylinder to help heat the hot, end 

of the enfino uniformly and thereby ensure its smooth running. 

1*3.4 Färber ongine 

A prototype has been r .alised in the Laboratory of Solar 

Bicrgy and Solar Energy Conversion at Florida University. 

Commenta: 

The open cycle hot air engine, although having a speed, depending 

on the regime of heat exchange, seems to be more reliable and 

•aaier to manufacture in developing countries. 

J 
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1.4     Solar pumping 

Convcnticnal pump3 could bo opcratod by 3olar engines; however, 

prototypoB of installations for pumping water without moving parte 

arc oeing developed in tho B¿rla Institute of .lochnology and Scionce, 

at lilani, India. 

Principio: A mixturo of potroloum liquidB with a boiling 

temperature range of 35 to 40 is evaporated in flat plato solar 

collectors and then flows to a closed tank full of wator which is 

situated in a wall. The pressure of the working fluid allows the wator 

to rise to an upper level, depending on the prcssuro of the mixture,. 

Tho vapour could condense during the night in the solar collectors. 

This discontinuous mode of pumping is  very simple but the quantity 

of pumped vmter is relatively small. The vapour could also be , 

condensod by flowing to a conden3or cooled by tho pumped water. 

In using 2 wator tanks, a set of valves adequately controllod, semi- 

continuous pumping could be obtained. Besides the collector and the 

flash tank, there arc two water tanks located closo to the wator 

Bourco and a condenoor at ground lcvol., The p;ipo-notwork inter- 

connecting the tanks is as shown in Fig. 1. 

The working fluid drawn into tho collector is vapourieod end 

returned to the flash tank. To start with, it is assumod that the 

viator tanks aro full of water. The vapour from the flask tank is let 

into one of tho water tanks, thereby pumping it, of footed. Tho 

discharging water condenser; tho vapour in the shell side as it 

goos through the condensor coils. After tho first tank is emptied, 

tho vapour is switched over to tho second tank. Simultaneously the 

first tank is connoctod to the condensor. The vapour of the first 

tank is condonr-od by tho water that is being pumped from tho second 

tank. As condensation proceeds, the pressure in tho first tank 

roduces and wator enters through the non-roturn valve,. Thus, as the 

socond tank is emptying the first ono is being fillod. On rovorsing 

the cyclo, by manipulation of the valves, the first tank will pump 

while the socond one draws water. This wayi continuous pumping of 

water can be achieved. 

w -*>-J 
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To provont working fluid going into the water lino, a wntor 

seal is always maintained inside tho v/ator tanks. Tho working fluid 

which is condensed in the wrter  tank can be pumped at the start 

of orch cycle to tho condenser  .  Pu; .ping of the condensóte ie dono by 

the condenarte retrieval valve,  vrhic'i in similar in principle  UVJ ^ 

stoarn trap. Fvrthor this can Ve transforrod to flash tank,  periodically 

or at the end of the day,  by pressure equalisation. 

Tho capacity of  the pump can be increased by adding more 

collectors. This affecta  only the cycle time. 

The '.forking fluid should be 

- immiscible with water 

- having normal boiling point slightly higher than tho 

atmrsphoric temperature; 

- non-toxic} 

- non-inflammable; 

- cheap and roadily available. 

Pontone fulfils all tho requirements except for its 

inflammability. 

A petroleum fraction having a close boiling rango with properties 

similar to that of pontano will be cheaper and moro readily availab1" 

than pontano. The petroleum fraction, which ìB a mixture of 

hydrocarbons,  offers an additional advantage.  It can be tailornnado 

to suit the atmospheric conditions cf a particular region. For 

example in a region where the night temperature^ aro around 2    C 

and the day temperatures arc 15    C, by choosing mixture which has 

more of light hydrocarbons of boiling range 15-20   C  even at very 

low solar collector temperature,  pumping of water can be achieved 

to a considerable height.  In regions like Pilani (located at the 

edge of the Thar Desert) whoro (extreme climatic conditions occur 

tho working fluid properties can be modified to suit seasonal 

variations by adding small amounts of light or heavy hydrocarbons to 

got high performance of thc.puinp. 

Solubility of tho working fluid:   strictly spooking any two 

fluidß arc mutually soluble in  each other to some extent,  hence 

continuous contact with fronh wv/ter in each cycle results in some 

loss of working fluid. Fortunately,  the working conditions  in the 

pump arc such tlir.t close to interface the fluid is still for most 

of tho time resulting in very lew mass  transfer rato3 and an a 

consequence,  there will be negligible loss of working fluid. 
*#*-4 
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Mr. D.P. Rao, who is developing this technique of solar 

pumping, has proposed many theoretical solutions,  one of which 

is the following: 

100 m    flat plate solar collectors,   150 m /day of pumped 

water with manometric head oí' 18 m., two water tanks each with 

a diameter of 90 cm,  and a height of I50 cm.      With a cost of 

î35/m    of solar collector, the cost of such a pumping installation 

is estimated at  '*6,000. 

Comments: 

These prototypes are promising, and detailed results of the 

experimentation are expected by the end of 1976.    Many technological 

problems have not yet been solved,  in particular the control of 

the system of valves, tho present proposed electrical control does 

not meet the requirements of a rural solar pump which should be 

independent of any external source of power. 
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2.      DIRECT CONVERSION OP SOLAR ENERGY INTO ELECTRICAL ENERGY 

The photovoltaic cells operate on the principio that  semi- 

conductors produce an electric potential when they are illuminated 

by the sciar radiation.    The silicone and CdS photocolls are tho best 

known on the market.    Important R and D programmes are undertaken 

to improve the performances, to simplify the technology and to re- 

duce the cost.    One could speak in terms of a cost of Í15,000/peak 

kw in 1976.    Resorxrch programmes aim to reduce this cost to 18,000 

in 198O and to some hundred dollars in I985. 

The silicone cells have been proven to have a long lifetime, 

but that of the CdS CQIIB still soems to bo questionable. 

It is felt that in tho present  state of tho art, the available 

technology is still too sophisticated for the majority of developing 

countries,  and that manufacture oven of a small series could not be 

planned for the medium term.    Por those reasons this subject will 

not be further discussed in this report,  in spite of its very pro- 

mising future. 

1 
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3.      SOLAR REFRIGERATION /"ID SPACE AIR CONDITIONING 

Air conditioning designates the treatment  and handling of air 

to obtain in the conditioned space ..'ell-defined values of temperature, 

humidity,  velocity and purity of the air.     Only the cooling aspect 

will be considered ^n»"-     p-> +he rolar refrigeration and space air 

conditioning could be associated»    The temperature  is generally 

lower in the case of refrigeration,  especially when speaking in 

terms of ice production or  Lhe majority of cases of food preservation. 

Well-defined values of temperature and humidity could not  be  ob- 

tained in the case of air conditioning without  an external  source 

of energy to operate  fans,   pumps and control  systems. 

Solar refrigeration could be achieved through a solar engine 

operating a conventional  compressor but  in this report  only absorp- 

tion machines heated by solar energy will be discussed.    This kind 

of machine c~>uld have a continuous or intermittent  functioning 

regime.     In the continuous regimo  an external source of power ie 

necessary at  least to operate the pumps and control system.    The 

best  known fluids used in the present  state  of the art are ammonia- 

waxier and lithium bromide-water.    The first  combination is more 

suitable for low temperatures which could be obtained with flat 

plate solar collectors. 

Principle of operation    (Pig.   1) 

Let us consider the combina4   on of NH,  - H^O.    The mixture 

NH,  - HO is heated ai.rectiy by solar energy in the generator 

(boiler) or indirectly by water heated by solar onergy.     When 

the temperature of the mixture rises, the NH,  begins to evaporate 

because the water can absorb less ammonia when its temperature 

increases.    The vapour flows to a condensor (2),  which is water- 

or air-cooled, where  it  condenses.    The operation now becomes similar 

to that   in a conventional refrigeration system with compressor.    A 

sub-cooled lirpiid is available in the outlet  of the condensor.    The 

pressure of the ammonia,  v.'hich increases when the temperature  increases 

is controlled by the condensing temperature.    The liquid expands 

through a valve and begins to evaporate^   iti temperature  and pressure 

decrease.    The cold and low pressure vapour reaches the evaporator, 

in which it  absorbs the heat   of the product  to be cooled  (chilling 

water for air conditioning purposes, brine for ice production.   .   .) 
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The temperature of the vapour increases   and it  flov.-s to an absorber 

where  it moats a spray of a weak mixture  of UH.  - H-0 and it  is 

absorbed.     (A v;eak mixturo designates a low concentration of ammonia 

in the vator^.    The phenomenon of absorption is exothermic,   and in 

order to keep the temperature of the mixture  in the   absorber within 

the  limits permitting the desired concentration to be   obtained, the 

absorber should be  cooled.    The  concentration of the  mixture  increases 

and it  is pumped to the generator  (1> and the cycle  in closed.    This 

operation could be  continuous or  intermittent  where operations should 

be  interrupted for recharging. 

Prom this schematic description the following remarks could bo 

made : 

cooling is necessary  in the condensor and in the  absorber. 

Cooling by natural convection romiiros very large  surfaces of 

heat exchanges ; 

powered pump(c)  is necessary at   least to pump the mi:rture from 

the absorber to the generator.    Thermosyphon,   if  applicable, 

greatly decreases the productivity: 

operating should be continuous in the case of solar air con- 

ditioning;     and 

a heat  e.-cchanger botweon the condensor and the absorber could 

improve the productivity. 

Some experiments are t'icing place  (for example  at  the Refrigera- 

tion Institute of the Technical University it  Delfi,   in the Netherlands) 

for producing 4 Kg of ice per day with 2 m¿ of flat  plate solar 

collector, with an  intermittent  absorption machino UH,   - H?0 independent 

of any external source of power.    Condensation of the ammonia vapour 

ie obtained during the night by sky radiation through the flat plate 

solar collector. 

First Case Study:    An Intermittent HH,  - H^O solar refrigeration 

system, Färber Solar Energy and Energy Conversion 

Laboratory,  University of Florida 

A4 x 4 ft.  flat  plate solar collector acts as generator.    It 

consists of a one  inch steel pipe running from a 1  1/4  inch bottom 

header to a 2 I/2 inch top header.    The one inch steel pipes were 

spaced on 4 inch centers and soldered to a ?C -su ,-c galvanized iron 

sheet.    This element was then placed into a gf...i \anizod sheet metal 
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box with a single glass cover and one inch of styrofoam insulation 

behind the solar absorber - ammonia generator oloment. 

The completo unit wna  inclino 30 degrees with the horizontal, 

a compromise to provide both good solar collection and good two 

phase flow and heal  transfer chaiactcristice in the  inclinod tubes 

running from bottom to top.    Since the unit  is stationary it was 

faced south to give the best   average orientation for tho whole day. 

Condenser:    The condonscr consists of a 3  inch pipo  shell con- 

taining 4 standard 1/2 inch black iron pipes, 48 inches long pro- 

viding a heat  surface of 3 »5  square feet. 

Evaporator:    The evaporator is made from a 4 inch pipe sholl 

containing 7 standard l/2 inch black iron pipes,  48 inches long 

providing a heat transfer surfaco of 6.15 sou are feet. 

Ammonia Absorber:    The  absorber was fabricated from a 6 inch 

pipo shell containing 11  standard l/2   .neh blaok iron pipes,  36 

inches long,  providing a 6.16 square feet  of heat transfer surfaco 

which in addition serves as  frupport  for tho  liquid film in which 

part  of the ammonia vapor is reabsorbed. 

Ico Box:    The ice production and storage unit  is a galvanized 

sheet  metal box  1  l/2 x 1   l/2 x 1  l/2 feet uith four inches of styro- 

foam insulation around it,  protected by a thin plywood outer layer. 

Heart Exchanger:    The heat exchanger is a simple,   single pass, 

counter i low,  double tubo type. 

Pumps:    Tho circulating pump for the water antifreeze  solution is 

of the  standard centrifugal type. 

The ammonia-wator solution circulating pump is of tho rotary, 

nylon roller type.    A bypass  loop on the pump allows control of the 

amount  of solution distributed to the various parts. 

Auxiliary Equipment:    Pour valves in the system in addition to 

the expansion valve allowed control of the flow rates in different 

sections of the system. 

Numerous pressure gauges,  thermometers and thermocouples and 

liquid level sight glasses allowed the monitoring of the conditions 

of the  system at all times. 

I , JM>   f 
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1 
The ammonia-water solution concentrations varying from 48 to 60 

porcont  of ammonia, by weight. 

The  system war, hydrostatically tested to a pressure of 300 lbs/in 

to be considered safe  for operating pressures in the  low two hundreds. 

This corresponds to  a temperature  in the  solar  absorber - ammonia 
o 

generator of about   150 P. 

To freeze the water in the metal container in the  ice box,  the 

design temperature  of the evaporator waa between I5 and 20°P or a 

pressure  in the neighborhood of 40 paia. 

Piguru  2 presents the input  as well  as the results of the operation 

on July 6,   1968.     It was a perfectly clear day although a considerable 

amount of solar energy arrived as diffused due to the high moisture 

content  in the atmosphere.    An indication of thxc fact  was the slight 

temperature increase  of the solar absorber -- ammonia generator oven 

before the direct   sunshine hit the front   surface of the unit. 

In Figure 3 the total energy arriving on each srfuaro foot of 

the solar absorber - ammonia generator unit is given for any hour 

of the day. 

At the start   of the day the expansion valve was closed and the 

system was allowed to warm up.    The heat  capacity of the solar absorber - 

ammonia generator  is about 46 Btu/P which had to be  supplied at the 

beginning of the  day during warm-up for e .eh degree temperature rise. 

Part  of tliic  energy was returned to the Eyrrtom in the late after- 

noon hours when the  stored heat was roleased due to the drop in 

temperature. 

The effective  control of the pressures and temperatures in tho 

solar refrigeration system was produced by varying the flow rates 

in the different  parts of the system by adjusting the various valves. 

Because of the  pressure limitations of the system the solar 

absorber - ammonia generator temperature was  limited to about   15O P. 

Tho ammonia evaporator temperature was held between 15 and 20 P. 

Operating the  solar refrigeration system as shown in Figure    , 

about 39)300 Btu fell upon the solar absorber - ammonia ceneratoi 

during that day.     Allowing temperatures of the  ammonia - water solu- 

tion up to about   150°P and concentrations in the system from 48 to 60 
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percent  of ammonia by woight ¡ 41   lbb of ico wore produced that day. 

Thio is 2.56 lbn for oich square foot  of sol-or collector surface per 

day. 

Conclusions of the auhor: 

The work described in this piper demonstrate s that   a compact 

solar refrigeration unit ein be designed and constructed giving 

satisfactory performance. 

t amsidcrablc  amount  of  solar energy can be collected oven on 

cloudy dciys by the flat  plato  rjolar collector and operation of 

the colar refrigeration jystem i? possible at  solar  absorber 

temperatures ac lo;; ara 110 P. 

utilizing Solar Energy to produce  ice solves tho problem of 

storage and at the same time makes the benefit  of tho unit 

useable at   several places at  the  same tine. 

The unit 4 feet by 4 feet  cm produce better than 40 lbs of 

ice from 75 ^ water on a good da;/. 

Combining the colar collector  and tho ammonia generator into 

one unit  eliminates the rather large he it  losses between the 

solar absorber and the ammonia generator,  observed on previous 

systems. 

The ortoncive theoretical  analysis of the system,   especially 

for the combined solar absorber - ammonia generator reported 

elsewherej   has shovn that the docign can be theoretically 

determined and the desired performance obtained. 

Comment s : 

combining solar absorber and .ammonia generator in one unit is 

interesting Then this concerns small units but in the case of 

large units, problems of circulation of the 2 phase fluid and 

of tightness could ariee: 

The maximum productivity is about  20 kg of ice per day for a 

system including 2 pumps operated by external sources of power 

and a water cooling condensar and absorber.    This means that 

only about  2,500 kcal per day  of cooling are delivered by the 

system.    Thin corresponds to about   1    KWH       and a part  of this 

ie delivered in the form of mechanical or electrical power. 
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Second Caso Study:    An Air-Coolod Ammonia-water Absorption Air 

Conditionier at  Lgv Generator Temper aturo s, by 

Kim Pao at  al., Energy and Environment Division. 

Lawrence Borltcly Laboratory University of 

California,     xly 1^76 

General Description of the Experimental System 

An ammonia-water absorption air conditioning system ha8 been 

fabricated and tested as part   of   vn ERDA-aupported project  at the 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory.    The system was designed to operate 

at generator temperatures  in the range  of 175 to 210 P,  compatible with 

the temperature range of flat-plate colar collectors. 

The air conditioner was constructed using as a base the con- 

donser,   absorber,  procoolcr,  evaporator and the solution pump 

components from an Arkla gas-fired ammonia-water absorption water 

chiller (Model ACB-6O-OO) which had a nominal cooling capacity of 

5 tons.    The total power of the pumps and fan is 1,6 lew.    The fabri- 

cation consisted of the addition of the following components: 

generator, prehoator,  rectifier,   storage tanks,  adjustable expansion 

valves and measurement  instruments (6 pressure gauge s,   25 thermo- 

couples,  2 rotameters and 2 sampling tubes for concentration measure- 

ment ). 

The generator wa3 a packed tower counter-flow hen,t exchanger. 

The stroi ; solution dripped down Ihrough the steel ^all-ring 

packing, making contact with four hot water coils in parallel.    The 
2   . 

total outside  surface area of the water coils was 36 ft   .    The con- 

donser and absorber were air-cooled,  finned-tube,  cross-flow heat 
2 

exchangers with total outsido tube area of 14 and 22 ft  , respectively. 

The fins were 0.01" thick aluminum sheets spaced at   14 fins por inch. 

Experimental Results: 

The unit  was started by pumping hot water at constant  inlet 

temperature through the generator coils.    The condenser-absorber fan 

and the solution pumpi wore turnod-on whan the generator pressure 

reached about   15O psig.     It took about   15 minutes to warm up the 

system to "pproach running conditions.     (The charge  of solution in 

the system war. about 65 lbs at  55,' ammonia concentration.)    The flow 

ratee of .ammonia and of the weak solution were then readjusted, by 

l 
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means of expansion valves, to desired values. 

All runs made during the initial testing stage served to confirm 

cycle calculations based on the assumption of equilibrium states. 

That is, given the measured mase  flow ratos and the measured pressures 

and temperatures,  the energy balances between the components can be 

satisfied within experimental error (about + 5"') ky using the 

thermodynamic equilibrium enthalpies.    The mass balances can be 

satisfied by using the equilibrium enthalpies.     The mass balances can 

be satisfied by using the equilibrium concentrations. 

The system operation was very stable.    No appreciable changes 

were observed after hours of operation.    The stability of operation 

extended to circulation ratios as high as 27 pounds of absorbant 

per pound of refrigerant. 

Operating the system at near  cut-off conditions  (i.e., £\,x close 

to zero, whore x is the concentration lb of NH,/lb.  of solution) 

demands more power and a larger pump to circulate the solution. 

Therefore imposing a limit on the pumping power,  say, to  I/70 watt 

per Btu/hr of cooling load,  constrains <A.x to values above 0.03, 

or the circulation ratio to values of less than  16 (assuming a pump 

efficiency of 40?.). 

Figure  (1)  shows a graph of the equation for P =* 3 psi, 

¿yx *> 0.03,  and T. = T«; whore T.   is the temperature of the absorber 

and T_of the condensor.    This graph summarises the possible 

operating temperatures for an ÎTH, - H?0 absorption air conditioner. 

1 
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Possible 
operating 
zone for 
an NH^-H20 
absorption 
air conditioner 

ATC*TC-950F 

ZO°F 
J_ 

100 105 110 115 
Absorbing-Condensing Temperature 

Tc (°F) 

Figure 2: T£ as a function of Tp and TA-Tr for a pressure 
drop across the absorber of 3 psi and a con- 
centration difference of 0.03. 
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Por acceptable cooling and dehumidification of the conditionod 

air using reasonably-sized chilled water coils, T„ is limited to 

TE<^47 F.    Inexpensive  flat  plate collectors may reasonably limit 

the generating temperatura to TQ 4^195 F. 

The  ibove practical constraint a combine to refaire condensing 

and absorbing temperatures below 110 P.    The constraint T« <^ T. / 

110 P can be met by doubling both the- cooling air flow rates and 

the  size of the condenser-absorber,  compared to those uced in con- 

ventional gas-fired systems using finned-tube  condenser and absorber. 

(These conditions are essentially satisfied already for the experi- 

mental chiller,  since        the   -¿used condonsor,  absorber,  and fan 

from a conventional 5_"ton chiller for our 3-ton solar unit.) 

Doubling the cooling air flow rates is a must,   but new designs of 

more efficiont  condenser-absorbers may reduce the requirement  of 

doubling the size (and cost) of those heat exchangers.    Doubling 

the cooling air flow rates typically increases the power of the 

fan from 1/14O to 1/70 watt  per 3tu/hr of cooling, making the total 

power consumption equivalent  to 35 Btu/hr of cooling per watt  of 

electrical power input   (as compared to a rating of about 8 Btu/hr 

per watt for a mechanical compressor unit). 

Tho COP depends strongly 

on e      and   x,  and is quite  insensitivo to the values of the remaining 

pirameters.    To havo  a COP^>0.65 with x = 0.03,  the preheator 

effectiveness e_„ must  be at  leaEt  JCffa.    This value of e_H is 

not expensive to achieve,   since there is sufficient pressure in the 

weak solution line to promote high heat transfer coefficients.    A 

high value of o_„ is a must  in order to avoid dumping into the 

absorber the heat contained in the weak solution. 

Conclusior of the authors: 

It haB been demonstrated experimentally that it  is technically 

feasible to use the ammonia-water absorption cycle for cooling, with 

a heat  source temperature below 200 P and a heat sink temperature 

(using air cooling) below 110 P. 
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Third Case Study!    fri-br .solar Absorption Air conditioning System 

by Itumma and Sepsi.,  Ohio State University USA,   1975 

The system was designed to provide the  air conditioning of a 

single story laboratory 2200 ft    built  over a 4 foot  deep crawl  spaco. 

In addition to the 2?00 s-fuaro f> -it  of conditioned .=;pace>  there are 

3 enclosed,  but unconditioned,  courtyards.    The perimeter window 

area of the home  is lini-* ci to 6 vision strips  or 18 snuare feet   of 

glass area.    Natural  lighting originates primarily from the courtyards. 

The building will  and flat   roof framing members are  steel,   and 

support,   in addition to the conventional building loads,  over 3300 

pounds of collector,   framing and piping load.    The walls and roof 

are insulated with 2  inches and 3  inches of calked joint  styrofoam 

to minimize  infiltration  and heat transfer with the outside.    The 

U values for the  composite wall and roof sections are 0.07  -ind O.O5 

Btu/hrft    F respectively. 

The roof mounted collectors are oriented due south and aro 

tilted up 45    from  the horizontal.    The collector array consists 

of 37 PPG baseline- collectors (66O sq ft)  all connected in parallel. 

The collectors are constructed with two sheets of 1/8 inch thick 

tempered glass over a flat  black aluminum roll-bonded absorber. 

Heat  loss from the back of the collector is controlled with 3-1/2 

inches of fiborous glass  insulation.    The plumbing in the system is 

copper with di-clectric unions at  each of the two connections per 

solar co  Lector.    Great  care was   ,aken at  start up    0 flush the 

system ?nd fill  it with distilled water.    The  system was operated 

this way for one year,  then modified to accommodate a glycol-water 

collector l^op working fluid. ¡ 

1 

The thermal energy storage  system consists of two 5 foot 

diameter by 12 foot  long steel storage tanks lined with a Tinkolito 

coating.    The horizontally mounted tanks are  in the crawl space 

under one of the courtyards.    The- ont ire courtyard volume around 

the tanks was filled in place with a urathano foam to minimize 

energy losses. 

An Arkla 3 ton (9000 Kcal/hj  Lithium-Bromidu-watur absorption 

direct expansion machine,  modified by Arkla Industries to operate  on 
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hot water,   is the  solir cooling michino.    Circulation within the 

machine  occurs as a result  of tho thermal  syphon pump effect,  thus 

raouiring generator inlet temperatures of  I90 P or more to start 

circulation.     In addition to the hot  vat or heat  source,  the cooling 

machine  J .quires a cool water he.,  sink.    The heat   rejection is accom- 

plished with a 7-1/2 ton Marley cooling tower.    The  presence of 

this unit  adds two energy consuming motors to the  opération,   a 

1/2 HP cooling uater pump  and a 1/3 HP cooling tower fan. 

Figure  1  gives the collector efficiency as a function of tho 

characteristics/.^/HR.    The  absorption cooling machine requires a 

Bteady 55,000 Btu/hr to supply 36,000 Btu/hr of cooling.    Under these 

conditions, the collector array must  1¿ collecting P>3 Btu/h.ft   . 

In the event the  ambient temperature  is 90°P and the collector inlet fluid 
0 

temperature 1o5 C  b'Ui * 95)-then the collector èffioiency required^ at 

300 Btu/hr ftv   is  28'/,.which olocorly pushes the array to its limit. 

The  early simmer of 1975 storage tank temperatures never 

exceeded  I60 F,  and consemiontly no solar cooling was done.    A 

check of the storage tank losses revealed a rather severe heat 

loss problem.    With an adorniate system of control,   it  was possible 

to obtain 200 P vvater periodically,   however the system was ex- 

tremely sensitive to passing clouds.    A passing cloud would cause 

the flux to drop radically and the collector losses cauBed the 

loop temperature to drop rapidly.    The mo+or operated control 

valves wee unable to respond to  juch operating coivlit ions, there- 

fore this mode of operation was abandoned. 

The Table hereafter presents a comparison between the energy 

required with a conventional vapor compression machine  and with an 

absorption machine.     This comparison shows that 3 times as much energy 

is required in the case of absorption cooling. 

Absorption Cooling Vapor Compression 

(Btu/hr) (Btu/hr) 

Solar C Hector Pump - 190O 

Mechanical Room Pump - 425 

Generator Pump     - 1200 

Arkla Blower       - 19OO 

Cooling Water Pump  - 1200 

Compressor 

•lower 

CuStonsor Pan 

- 18430 

- 2200 

- 2100 

22730 

I IMÉ T 
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Cooling Tower Blower -      85O Cooling Delivered*      40,000 

Heat  Input - 55000 

62475 

Cooling Delivered:      36,000 

oop.^,    0.58 

cop « 1.76 

Coment s : 

To obtain 36,000 BTU/hour cooling, it is necessary to use six 

electric engines consuming 7475 BTU/hour in the case of the 

absorption machine.    Por tho same cooling capacity in a 

conventional system, the consumed energy by 3 eleotrio engines 

is 20475 BTU/hour.    Tho use of solar energy saves about  13,000 

BTU/hour or about 61% of the total electrical energy necessary 

in the case of a conventional system.    This result  is not 

negligible; 

Lithium-Bromide requires a minimum temperature of about 90°C 

which is very difficult to obtain with flat plate solar collectors, 

in the present  state of the art, unless very expensive selective 

material is used; 

The system is bulky; 

The aystem isttoo complicated (6 independent engines); 

The control system is  it least as complicated as that of the 

conventional engine. 
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1 
4.       SOTAR SPACE HEATING 

Two modes of solar space heating are usually employed when 

solar energy is utilised: 

Passive syrrtem: 

The principle  of this type of heating is shown in Pig.   1. 

Solar radiation heats the  absorbing surface B,   constituted 

by a dark surface  of the walls,   v/hich is generally oriented towards 

the  south (in tho  northern htmi sphere J.    The distance between this 

absorbing surface  and the double   sheet  glass A,  const ¿tutes a duct 

in which air wari-uj up and rises by thermosyphun and then enters 

the  space to to heated by an apertura  i:i the apper part of the 

vail.    It heats the  space, dropn and returns to the duct by .an aper- 

ture at tho bottom  of the viali. 

Such a simple  design is easy to construct.    The walls consti- 

tute the storage  system.    At Odeillo in the south of Prance,   such 

systems hrwe supplied 60-?Cv of the total energy necessary for heating 

purpocîs. 

Active system: 

Water ir hoaxed in flat solar collectors and is circulated 

through a storage tank into radiators or convectors located in the 

spac3 to be heated.     Hot water could also feed coils,  onto which 

air  in V.own .and heating of the   -.pace  is thus achieved by hot  air. 

In normal climatic conditions? an auxiliary source of heat 

other than solar energy could generally be U3ed.     (Pig. 2) 

Much development work has been undertaken in the field of 

soler heating in developed and developing countries:    USA¡   PRO, 

Netherlands, Prance,   India, etc. 

From the technological point  of view this system is already 

operational.    Nevertheless R and D programmes are being undertaken 

to improve tho performance; to find better architectural solutions, 

and to reduce the  cost. 

In many care3,   as in conventional heati.ng systems, domestic 

hot water could be  associated to the solar water heating. 

\ 
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5.      SOLAR WATER HEATING 

Solar water heaters ire already used un a relatively large 

ecale in Japan, the USA,  Australia,  Cyprus otc.    They have already 

passed the phase of R and D and pilot  projects and the technology 

is reliable and v;e 11 -known.    Several models exist  on the  inter- 
2 

national market.    The most usual sizo har, 2 m   flat plate solar 

collector and 200 litres tank storage. 

In many countries  solar water heater3 could supply the total 

necessary hot  sanitary vater for domestic purposes all year round; 

in other countries with a less favourable solar radiation regime, 

it  should be associated with a conventional source of energy. 

The davelopment   of the utilization of solar water heaters is 

conditioned by the development  of flat  plate solar collectors which 

could serve other purposes,   such as solar space heating,   solar 

engines;  etc. 

AF, an example,  the solar water heater developed by the Brace 

Research Institute of MacGill University, Canada,  "How to build a 

solar water heater",   revised in February 1973, could be classified 

as adequate for a wide range of developing countries.    A scheme 

of this heater is given in Pig.   1. 

J 
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sour DISTILLATION 

Qonoral considerations 

Distillation of sea arbrsckißh water could be obtainod by aolar 

Btillß or by convcntünal methods 3uch as multiplo of foci, thermal 

compression plant,  inverse osmosis, electro dialysis, humidification - 

dchi     iification, freeze desalination, In this chapter,  only direct 

distillation in solar stillo not requiring or depending upon cxtornal 

power sources will be discussed. 

The principle of  solrr water distillation is the utilisation 

of the greenhouse effect. A layer of brackish or salt water is 

put in an air- and water-tight container covered with sheet glass 

or othor transparent material. The bottom of the still is black,  it 

absorbs a largo part of the solar radiation and hoa* the water which 

will begin to evaporate. Tin: vapour roaches the transparent coyor, 

Which is cooler than the vapour, which then begins to, condenso. 

A systorn of collection of condensed water is provided. 

Many distillation plants of various sizes have boon constructed 

in different countries.  In 1973 Dcliynnnis of the Greek Atomic 

Qiorgy Commission published a more up-to-date list given in table 1 

and illustrated in figures 1 to 7« Ho also gavo tho monthly 

productivity of the Hissyros plant for five years. 

The number of parameters influencing the productivity of the 

stills io very high and theoo parameters are ox bon interdopendont. 

Among thorn the most important ore: 

- solar energy radiation regimo; 
- wind volocityj 

- rainfall; 

- design of the still ( form, orientation, dimensions, materials, 

insulation, tightness ....)j 

- dopth of the layer of wator, regime of filling and flushing; 

and 

- maintenance 

J 
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T.ible  1.    The most Important Solar Distillation Plants, 

¿ÜUNTRY LOCATION       DES1CN YEAR M2 FEED COVER REMARKS 

Australia Muresk 1         5 1963 372 Brackish Glass Rebuilt* 

Muresk 11        5 1966 372 Brackish Glass Operat in« 

Coober Pedy      5 1966 3160 Brackish Glass Operating 

Caiguna         5 1966 372 Brackish Glass Operating 

Hamclin Pool     S 1966 557 Brackish Glass Operating 

Griffith        5 1967 413 Brackish Glass Operating 

Capo Verde Is. Santa Maria      3 
Santa Maria      3 

1965 
1968 

743 Seawater Plastic 
Abandoned 

Chile Las Salinas      5 1872 4460 Brackish Glass Abandoned 

Quillagua       5 1968 100 Seawater Glass Operating 

Greece Syml 1          2 1964 2686 Seawater Plastic, Rebuilt 

Syml 11         4 1968 2600 Seawater Str. plst. Dismantled 

Aegina 1        3 1965 1490 Seawater Plastic Rebuilt 

Acglna 11        4 1968 1486 Seawater Str. Plst. Abandoned 

Salamis         3 1965 388 Seawater Plastic Abandoned 

Patmos          6 1967 8600 Seawater Glass Operating 

Klmolos         6 1968 2508 Seawater Glass Operating 

Nlsyros         6 1969 2005 Seawater Class Operating 

n skardo        6 1971 2200 Seawater Glass Operating 

Klonlon         6 1971 2400 Seawater Glass Operating 

Megisti         6 1973 2528 Seawater Glass Operating 

India Bhavnagar        5 1965 377 Seawater Glass Operating 

lax i co Natividad Isl.    4 1969 95 Seawatei Glass Operating 

Pakistan Owadar 1        6 1969 306 Seawater Class Operating 

Gvadar 11       7 1972 9072 Seawater Glass Operating 

¡pain Las Marinas      1 1966 868 Seawater Glass Operating 

Tunisia Shakmou         4 1967 440 Brackish Glass Operating 

Mahdla         4 1968 1300 Brackish Glass Operating 

.S.A. Daytona Beach    1 1959 228 Seawater Glas s Rebuilt 

Daytona Beach    1 1961 246 Seawater Glass Dismantled 

Daytona Beach    2 1961 216 Seawater Plastic Dismantled 

Daytona Beach    2 1963 148 Seawater Plastic Dismantled 

« l 9i J* At Bakharden       S 1969 600 Brackish Glass Operating 

.'tit Indies Petit St. Vincent 2 1967 1710 Seawater Plastic Operating 

Haiti          4 1969 223 Seawater Glass Operating 

V- J 
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)        "Since tho building of the first Zarge commercial solar still 

in Las Calinas, Chile, around 1372, the nost significant Gains in 

Bolar still technology have rome by way of improved materials of 

cone ¡¡miction.  TIic pr-.duct ivi Jy h-.c neb toon increased much, but ¿ho 

naintonanco and operating expenaeo have been reduced appreciably. 

For exrmple,  the 48ÜO m    sxili a'- LH3 Salinas was constructed of 

wood, glass aid r'-ty,  and its operation required a clerk, a glazier, 

tx.-o full-xxivo laborers,   and occasionally a carpenter. By contrast, 

some recently built »tills require only one full-time attendant and 

a few ar    deci; -d to opsreto unattended for long periods of time. 

Glass, concreto,  t;id asphrlt materials appear to require only a 

miniir.un of me.intrnp.noe. 

Indigenous materials aro usually preferred. However,  in 

selecting matonaie,   th.3  overall economics rust be carefully 

considered,  including maintenance and rebuilding intervals as well 

as  initial capi bal coït. The ^cont trend is toward materials that 

will lant  20 .\errr with minir.run upkeep. Such materials  include 

concrete,  r-Jc.ss,  Lvt.yl rubber,  and stainless steel. 

Tho folic rin."; lifjta still-component materials that have 

proved to be reasonably satisfactory in actual use around the world. 

For each component,  the moLoriáis, are liated in order of preference 

from the a^ndpnint of durability. lih«n a solar still is to be built 

direc ,ly on the ground usine -. basin liner,  it ..a advisable to first 

use an insect Leido and a weed killer to reduce the possibility of 
punctures. 

Compensât 

iiasin liner 

Cover 

Support structure 

Distillate trough 

Sealant 

Piping and '/alvei 

Materials 

Butyl rubber ÍO.G15 to 0.030 inch thick). 
Asphalt mats (0.12 to'0.25 inch thick-). 
Black polyethylene (0.008 inch thick)-. 
Roofing asphalt  (ever concrete, etc.;.t 

Window glass  (0.10 or 0.12 inch' thick). 
Wettable Teddlar plastic ++''  (O.OO4 i*ch thick) 

Concrete. Concrete block. Aluminum. 
Galvanized metal. Redwood.       ) 

Stainless steel. Butji rubber  (lining). 
Black polyethylene (lining). 

Silicone rubber. Asphalt caulking compound. 
Butyl-rub ber er.trus ions. 

PVC (Polyvinylchloride). Asbestos cement 
(.for saline water). ABS (acrylonitrile- 
butadiene-styrene). 

Water Storango Reservoirs        Concrete. Masonry " 

+) Office cf Saline W.vter, USA - Report No.  546 
++) Relatively short lifetime? 

*,—> <f 
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Finding 

A general consensus doep not yet exist on the optimal design 

of a solar distillation plant. However, the folio-ring considerations 

seer, to meet with general a^jooment: 

- Local adequate materials and E;imple technology should be used 

as far as possible: 

- Plastered brick or cenent blocks able to withstand weather 

conditions, salt water effects, and to ensure tightness should 

be economically envisaged. 

- Aluminium structure wit.', shoot glass for the construction of 

the Malls anc' the cover represents a good, but expensive 

solution and would not often be available. 

- For the absorbing black surface two solutions could be 

favourably envisaged at the moment: Concrete with special 

bituminous paints, which has been successfully experimented 

in India, or thin butyl rubber sheets of/l mm, which has also 

been successfully experimented in Greece, Australia and other 

countries. The second material necessitates rather more 

difficult tocljiology (vulcanisation or adhesive sealed 

to join the sheets). It is not affected by solar radiation 

or by high temperature or dry spots, but it is often not 

available in developing countries. 

- Insulating the still at least in the base is not justified when 

the surface of these stills is large, because the ground acts 

as a semi-infinite medium through which there can be very 

email heat losses. The cost of the insulation materials and its 

installation does not seem very economical regarding the increasing 

of productivity in the case of large stills. The insulation of the 

eidos of the still should not significantly increase, the productivity 

due to the relatively Binali surface of heat exchange. However, the 

utilisation of available local insulation materials should always 

be studied but a large importance should be given to the avoidance 

of humidity of this material. 

) However, a layer of dry earthy material beneath the basin liner is 
usually sufficient for insulation purposes. 

5 
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Regarding the cover, sheet glass of about 3 mm thickness still 

seems to bo tho best solution. Use of a cover of two sheet glass 

layers is not justified, experience shows that the use of 

different kinds of piritico is not yet conclusive. Several 

types of plastic uatc. lalj have been tried (Tediar, Mylai , 

PVC, Kel-F, Teflon, Nylon, Aclar, Polythene, etc.) in 

conditions less severe than in full-sized stills. Tho only 

materials that last 5 years, are 5-mil teflon, 4-mill Tediar 

and 5-mil wcatherablo Mylar. Li sonerai the lifetime of 

plactic natcrial is very short and the effect of solar radiation 

could affect after a short time the productivity of the steel. 

In addition very thin coders do not withstand the effect of the 

vind. 

The tightness of the still is very important anc, till, now an 

efficient cheap material does not exist on the market. Silicon 

rubber represents a very good but very expensive solution. 

A cold applied mastic bituminous compound used usually for 

ropairs of loaky -oofs has been used with success in India 

but tho duration of the experience does not permit a foreoast 

of what the lifetime would be. 

Regarding the depth of the layor cf water in tho still, a 

Sonerai agreement no ; exists stating that shallow layers 

have bettor productivity but duo to inaccurate lovolling of 

the eround dry spots a. the absorbing bo*„em could appear 

if butyl rubber or equivalent material is not used, and a 

practical thickness of h  cm BOCHO to be a realistic solution. 

Rogarding tho inclination of the sheet glass cover, no general 

agreement exists. It is important to ensure tho formation of 

a film which allows good condensation and a good passage of 

aun radiation. 10-20° seems to bo acceptable. Por a given 

horizontal surface to be covered, the increasing of the 

inclination increases the surface of the covpr and the cost, and 

could decrease the productivity of the still. 

1 
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Geometry of the oov"ving affecting the fraction of incident 

energy entering iho still is negligible in large unita where 

the 3hedow or.used by tho sides  is amali as compared with tho 

evaporatine surface. 

Basin etills ¡.^3 g-.ner,.ily oriented i;ith their long aras along 

the ÏÏ-U er N-S direction. Tho orientation of symmetrical-cover 

or low-slopo etili does not affoct productivity:   as.vrcmetrical 

and single-slopod cover? should, be oriented with the long axis 

in the ili-'i direction, ';ioh tie  low-slops or single-cover plato 

facing tho  equator, direction  (  S  in the north hemisphere, 

II  in the  southern). 

- The [¡till  should servo as a rainfall catchment surface. 

Tho optimal redimo of feeding the still with fresh water 

oontinucusly or by batch is not yot defined; 

deposit of  aalt should be avoided,  as it increases the 

reflectivity of tho black surface and decreases productivity. 

Growfli of alga and bacteria should bo avoided,   as  it decreases 

productivity.  Fowover,  the addition of a few ppn of copper 

salt should prevent tho growth  of  alga. 

Periodical flushing oí' the still with fresh water could prevent 

the deposit  of salt and the growth of alga. 

UgIDO/taNI¿Kg aolarc diefril lationJ]£J^1^ j^^+a- 

UIII1X), with UNICEF financing,  is  implementing a solar 

distillation project  in SomrVa.  the nain component of which io a 

solar wator distillation plant oí' about 2C00 ft "ot evaporating 

surface. The expected "ator production  of tho still  including, the 

rainfall collection,  ir, about  •} - 6 nT  of fresh water per day. 

Tho dceigi:  cf a 2000 m3 colar distillation plant prepared by 

the Contrai  Salt  and Harine Chcr.icals Research Institute to be 

implemented in India has been adapted for Somalia after discussions 

with UNIDO,  and  slightly modified, particularly in optimising the 

piping, reducing; tho passages between the stills,  changing tho 

inclination of tho cover glass to 3 5°  instead of 20°, using aluminium 

instead of wood for tho supports of the upper side of the sheet glass, 

changing tho location of sea water, distilled water,  and blending water, 
tanks. 

J 
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The plant is composod of fifteen blocks each consistine of 6 

symmetrica^ and intercommunicating basins of about 13 m long and 

1.5 m wide. Tho main materials to be uEed for the construction are: 

bricks, cement, sheet class» tarplastio, tank-mastic paint, elcotricol 

cotton insulating tape to cover the joints of two medium sheet glass 

and to suppc>+. the putty,  email quantity of aluminium T soctions, 

Bquaro tube and sheet foil, galvanised piping,  2 hand pumps. The 

estimated cost of this material in India is about US $ 23,000 and 

the estimated cost of labour in  about 20 $ that of material. The 

cost per npt evaporating square motor  of the distillation plant is 

about $ 14. 

It has boon ouc£-ostod that in another distillation plant of 
2 2 

200 m , 12 units of 3. m each will be constructed for comparison 

of behaviour of materials, effect of insulation, etc. Tho proposed 

charactcrictics of the experimental units aro: 

1 unit serving as reference designated by R 

1 unit as R but inclination of sheet glass 10 

1 unit as R but inclination of r.licct glass 20° 

1 unit as R but depth of water 5 «*i 

1 unit as R but depth of wator 10 cm 

1 unit as R but depth of water 15 cm 

1 unit as R but walls of hollow concreto 

1 unit as R but walls of improved soil 

1 unit as R but walls of bricks totally plastered in the intorior 

and plastered on the joints on the exterior. 

1 unit as R but walls of bricks plastered only on the jointB interior 

and exterior 

1 unit as R but with "butyl rubber "tur., liner ; 

1 unit as R with insulation layer beneath the basin constituted 

of dry straw or rice husks or sawdust 
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7.      SOUR DRYING 

Drying food,,   'gricultural products or fish by solar anorgy is 

a vary old practice.     However,  in recent  years  improving tho process 

by systemiBing it.   prelecting tho producta from rainfall,  dust   and 

insects,  has been the  subject  of intensive R and D w-->rk in dovelopod 

.and developing countries,    Tho survey entitled "A Survey of Solar 

Agricultural Drying" of the Brace Research Institute,  MacGill Uni- 

versity,  Montreal,   constitute- a very useful study.    Moat  of this 

paragraph on solar drying will be  constituted by e:ctracts of this 

survey.    Data are presented as ciso  studios which deal with des- 

criptions of the dryers,   erporimcnt-.l results  and drawings. 

Economical information has also boon Lacluded.    The classification 

of dryers adopted in the ourvey is the following: 

Passive Systems - dryers only using solar or wind energy for 

their operations. 

Sun or Natural DryeTS; 

These dryers inako uso of tho action of solar radiation ambiant 

air temperature and relativo humidity and windspeed to achieve 

the drying process; 

Solar DryerB - Direct 

In those units,  the material    to be dried is placed in an en- 

closure,  vith a transparent  cover or side panels.     Heat  is 

generated by absorption of solar radiation on the product   itself 

ae   well as    or tho internal surfaces of tho drying chamber. 

This heat evaporates tho moisture from tho drying product. 

In addition,   it  servos to heat  and expand the air in the en- 

closure,  causing the removal  of this moisture by the circulation 

of air. 

Solar Dryers - Mixed Mode.      (Diroct and Indirect) 

In these dryers,  the combined action of the  3olar radiation incident 

directly on the material to be dried and air pro-heated in a solar 

air-hoator furnishes the heat required to complete the drying 

operat i on. 

v- J 
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Hybrid Systems - dryers in which another form of energy, such 

as fuel or electricity i.i used to supplement 

solar energy for heating and ventilation. 

Solar nryors - In^iragt : (with forced ventilation) 

In these dryers,  the   solar r-tdiation is not  directly incident 

on the material to be dried.    A:r is heated in a solar collec- 

tor and then ducted  to the dry rig chamber,  to dehydrate the 

product. 

Solar Lumias« Bryors: 

These dryers have been put in a special category as they con- 

stitute an important application of this technology. In mo3t 

cases forced ventilation is used as proper circulation of air 

helps  control the drying rate so as to avoid case hardening. 

Other Definitions! 

Chamber Dryer - is one   in which the material to be dried is 

dried  in an enclosure. 

Rack or Tray Dryer - is one in which the material to be dried 

is placed on an open rack or tray. 

Some examples quoted from the survey are given below: 

Gaso Study  1 :  Solar Cabinet  Dryer 

This dryer is essentially a solar hot box,   in which fruit, 

vegetables  or other matter can be dehydrated on a small scale.    In 

essence  it   consists of a rectangular container,   insulated at  its 

base and preferably at the  sides,  and covered with a double-layered 

transparent   roof.    Solar radiation is transmitted through the roof 

and absorbed on the blackened  interior surfaces.     Owing to the in- 

sulation,   the  internal temperature is raised.     Holes are drilled 

through the base  to permit   fresh ventilating air entry  into the 

cabinet.   Outlet  ports are  located on the upper parts  of the cabinet 

side and rear panels.    As the temperature increases,  warm air passes 

J 
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out of these upper apertures by natural convection, creating a par- 

tial vacuum and drawing fresh air up through the base. As a result 

there is a constant perceptible fio.' of air over the drying matter, 

which is placed on perforated trays on the  interior cabinet  base. 

Methods and materials of construction: 

There  are many forms which the construction of such a dryer con 

take.    Nevertheless;;,  the  following general recommendations can bo 

applied to all dryers of thin type   (Fig. 1   ) 

the length of the cabinet  should be at  least three times the 

width so as to minimize the  ¡shading effect  of the  side panels; 

the angle of the slopo of the roof covering should be taken 

from Fig. 2 .     This gives the  optimum  angle  for drying seasons 

as a function  of the   latitude.    The  graph is erfually applicable 

to areas north and soul h of the eroi at or.    Note that   ior  lati- 

tudes  less than 20    North or South of the equator,   the  slope 

of the transparent  roof is constant  at  6°.    This is to  allow a 

minimum difference  in elevation from  one  ïide of the  collector 

to the  other  in order to permit  adecúate convective  air cir- 

culation over the drying area. 

the transparent  cover  should be made  from two layers of either 

of the  following: 

glass panes (2 mm thick) 

plastic  film (about  0.13 mm thick) 

In general the  covers   made with plastic film have  a  limited 

life.    It  ir therefore necessary to use  films which have been treated 

to give protection against  ultra-violet  radiation.    The  litter can 

be polyester,   polyvinyl chloride or polyethylene.     Generally films 

of the polyethylene  or cellulose  acetate types  should not  be used 

due to their limited life.     They would have to be replaced at  the end 

of each drying season and. might not  give  as favourable recmlts  in 

service.    Although  it may be advaatageous to replace covers seasonally 

in certain canes.,  trouble  may occur with films noi.  being able to with- 

stand the high cabinet temperatures generated.    Theso may reach as 

high as 80 to 100('C  in some  dryers.    It   ia  advisable in this type of 

unit  to use  ordinary v.indov.  glass supported by a suitable  frame. 

The use of a sealant  to hold it to the frame is a possibility,   but 

1 
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if a sealant  is not used,  the gla;3r  should be held firmly in place 

by a suitable frame,  painted black. 

In general the  framework of the  cabinet may be constructed as 

follows: 

Portable Modeln:    »rod,  mutai,   hardbcard,  plyv.ood for the 

moro  sophisticated units;  or basketwork,  i'ickor or bamboo for 

the more primitive units,    Perforated cabinet  bases ?-nd 3ide 

panels might  possibly bo fabricated by placing insulation between 

layors of black3ned wicker or  open basket work.    This would 

cut  down costs and make uso  of  locai   industry» 

Permanent  structurent    adobe,   bricks,   stone or concrete 

The  insulation should consist   of  locally available» materials 

such as wood ' havings ¡   sawdust,   bagasse,  coconut  fibre,  reject 

wool and animal hair.     In areas  affected by wood ants,  termites 

or other noxious insects, the  susceptible materials should bo 

properly protected before being placed in the insulation base. 

The hot  box. should be constructed along the lines outlined in 

figures No.  1   and 2.    The insulating layers should bo at 

least   5 cm thickj  both at the  bane  ana aide sections.     Holes 

should be drilled in the insulated bane and fitted with short 

lengths of plastic and rubberized garden ho3c (or bamboo,  etc., 

if available).     Where  insect   infestation is prevalent,   all 

cabinet  apertures should be  covered with fine mosquito netting, 

(preferably fibreglass) or gauie.     Generally t  e high tempera- 

ture of the cabinet  interior discourages insects,  rodents,  etc., 

from entering and feeding on the drying produce.     Furthermore, 

in arid areas where there is   a high concentration of airborne 

dust  and debris, the transparent   cover eliminates product 

contamination. 

The transparent  cover can be  attached to a frame which can then 

be fixed to the chassis of tho  cabinet.    Care must be taken to 

ensure that tho cover in completely watertight   30 as to avoid 

deterioration of tho interior and wetting of the  insulation. 

All components of the cover framework should be painted black 

or some other convenient dark colour to absorb the maximum 

solar radiation.    Hold down strips should be secured to tho 

upper exterior rim of the cover frame to protect tho film against 

» «*• If 
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excessive wind suction lift. 

Once the cover ind chassis are  secured,   several holes should be 

drilled in the rear and :jide panels.     Those próvido the exit 

ventilation ports to remove the warm,  moist  -ir.    The number 

of    oles is dependant  on the oljmatic conditic is ind the nature 

of the drying mit eri al.    A satisfactory method is to initiate 

the dryor with a minimum of side ventilation ports and to drill 

further holes  a::- needed so  as to prevent   internal moisture con- 

densation.     This method prevents  an u\'cess of ventilât inn ports 

being drilled. 

The rear panol  should ho fitted ;:ith access doors to give entry 

into the cabinet.    All doors  should bo placed on the rear side 

to prevent  excessive shadowing of the dryer during handling 

operations. 

Trays should bo constructed as indicated, of galvanized chicken- 

wire or some similar material. They should bo placed on runners 

a few c/Mrtimetres high so  as to ensure  a reasonable level of 

a.TWP^Bjlation under and around the drying material. 

The  interior of the cabinet  should be  painted black.    The ex- 

teriors of the  side,  rear and base panels should be painted with 

aluminum paint.     If desired,   the  interiors of the  side  and rear 

panels can be  covered with  a layer of aluminum foil.     If the 

latter is not   available,   paint  those   surfaces black. 

The   Iryor operation is not  complicated.     The produce to be dried 

should be pretreated in the usual manner (i.e.  blanched and fumigated) 

and placed on the perforated trays,  at  a loading rate of about  7<5 

kgs/mcter    of drying area. A small thermometer inserted into one 

of the ventilation ports will prove very handy.    The thermometer 

bulb should be  shielded from the direct rays of the  sun.    The upper 

temperature limits which can be withstood by agricultural produce 

vary substantially. 

Where the drying produce might  suffer from the direct  sun-rays 

or whore the light  colour of the produce reflects much of the  in- 

cident  radiation,   it  is advisable to cover the  loaded trays in the 

dryer with a black plastic mesh or black ¿-ause.    This should not 

inhibit the flow of air through the tray3,  but will absorb the ra- 

diation and transmit the heat to the produce through conduction and 
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oonvection.    The resultant temperature increase can be controlled 

by opening the rew access doors.    This approximate temperature con- 

trol system can easily be mastered with time and experience. 

Case Study 2: Kanpur,   India 

Climatological data:    it was found that the optimum tilt of the 

dryer was 13 in summer and 40° in winter at Kanpur location. 

Maximum temperature in summer 

Minimum temperature in winter 

Hours of sunshine per year 

Days of no sunshine per year 

The dryer was used on experimental basis only from July 1971 

to July 1972. 

45°C 
10°C 

4,000 

30 

Drying data: 

Material Qtian- Pre 
tity Treat - 
Dried ment 
grm. 

Mois-     Content     Maximum     Drying 
ture       Perferred Allowable    time 
Initial    Pinal £     Temp.°C      hours 

1 

prunes 750 

peaches 275 

peas 420 

oauliflower 200 

sulphuring 85 15 to 20 77 18 

none 80 5 to 6 77 11 

blanching 80 5 to 6 66 5 

nono 85 5 to 6 66 2.5 

Por purposes of comparison;  the following table on drying 

data gives some indication cf the temperature limits and possible 

throughputs available with a dryer of the size and specifications 

shown in case study 1. The table gives yields for dry, arid, 

cloudless Mediterranean type climates. 

Produce Amount  of Kgs Fresh Matter Maximum Allowable 

Apricots 4   per two days 66 
Garlic 2.6 per two days 60 
Grapes 5.7 per four days 88 
Okra 3   per two days 66 
Onions 3   per two days 71 

I 
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12 COVER FRAME MOOD 
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IÓ TRAY RUNNERS WOOD 

9 tWWSPXMtfT CöVSR GLASS 

8 DOORS MOOD 

7 TRAYS HOOD t STEEL MESH 

6 LEGS woon 

5 PIPE TOR BOTTOM HOLES POLYTHENE PIPE 2? 

4 BASE PLYWOOD SHEET 

3 rRONT PANEL WOOD 

2 REAR PANEL WOOD 

1 IXDE PANEL WOOD 2 

DESCRIPTION MATERIAL NO.  REQUIRED 
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Operating conditions:    It \-is obEorvod that   m average tempera- 

ture of 75°C was attain .ble insilo the dryer as compared to an ave- 

rage outside temperature of 35 • 

Economic Details: 

Cost of materials:    About tt20/unit in  1973 

Itom Number of pièces     Dimensions     Total cost 
_       Rapaos 

Glass cheat 3 61 x 62 cm 30 

Indian chir 

Wood (volume) 0.045 cu. i.      - 60 

Plywood sheet 2 1$C x 66 cm 
2 

0.25 • 

18 

Aluminium 3hect 2 8 

Mesh for Trays 3 62 x 62 cm 25 

Polythone pipeo 25 12.7 diameter x 
6 cm long 

2 

Miscellaneous - - 5 
Labour charges 2 days — 12 

f 
150 

Annual operating expenditure 

Depreciation of the unit per yc.r 

Interest on capital (at  10)') 

Contingencies 

TOTAL 

16 Rs 

16 KB 

ft Rs 

40 Rs      (about $5) 

Conclusion»: 

The estimated life of the dryor is 10 yuars.    It is found 

that  solar drying saves considerable time.    Also the final produot 

oaiality obtained from the dryer vías found to bo superior in taste 

and odour without beine contaminated by dust  and insect  infestation. 

In some cases it is preferable to have a plastic cover rather 

than a glass coverto prevent breakage by flying stones,  etc. 

However,  the glass would normally have a longer life so that,   in 
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the final analysis,  the farmer himself must decide which ia tho 

more economical   and acceptable for him.    Presumably if the dryer was 

placed on a building roof,  the ¿la-s might  last   10 to 20 years with- 

out  breakage. 

With regard to labour costs    it must bo  stressed that  all the 

construction to bo undertaken is quite  simple  ^nd could be performed 

easily by tho farmer himnclf using simple hand tools. 

A very practical auxiliary application of the dryer irj for 

warming foods and other materials,     It   is particularly advantageous 

as a 3olf-contained courco of heat   it   70-80 'C in the field and in 

isolated farm   irei 3. 

Case Stud,  3»Solar wind vent il vied dryer (Syria) 

Characton st ics : 

The dryer can be described as  a drying chamber through which 

warm air,  heated  in a wol-ar air heater collectors  is drawn by means 

of a rotary wind ventilator. 

The  solar air heater collector used consists of a blackened 

hardboard sheet,   insulated at the bottom and covered by a plastic 

(or glass)  sheet.    Tho collector is mounted facing duo  south,   and 

tilted at  an optimum angle for the area  md particular season. 

Air enters through the open bottom end of the collector.     It 

passes u¿, between tho hardboard blackened bottom (c.sorber) and the 

cover.    Tho ufj'octivuness oi the collector is increased by placing a 

perforated black mesh ncroen midway between tho cover and the  ab- 

sorber:    solar radiation which passes through the transparent   cover 

is absorbed by both the mesh and hardboard.    The mesh próvidos 

additional heat transfer surface area,   and increased heat  is  supplied 

to the passing air.     Collector efficiencies of ovo.   75$ hive been 

achieved using this fiystem. 

The warm air outlet  of the collector is connected to tho base 

of the drying chamber,  which holds twelve trays placed in two 

adjacent  ;-.ix-tier  stacks.    Hot  air circulates up through the  drying 

produce,   additional heating is obtained from solar radiation trans- 

mitted through transparent  sheets which  covor the oast,   Bouth and 

west  3ides of the drying cabinet.    The rear vertical and bottom 
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horizontal panels of the dryer aro of blackened hardboard, vjhich 

is insulated to reduce heat losses.    A rotary wind ventilator is 

placed on top of a stack above the drying chamber.    An adequate 

length of this stack is rocfuired both to achieve a chimney effect 

and to c. -ch more wind. 

The rotary wind ventilator Ì3 a moving corrugated vane rotor. 

AB it  spins in the wind,   it  o::polls air from the ventilator stack. 

Tho rotor is mounted on a ball bearing suspension.    The friction i3 

low and momentum keeps the head spinning even in sporadic winds. 

{Cantitativo tents carried out usinf the ventilators  indicate that 

the rotary ventilator keeps spinning between gusts yielding a high, 

constant exhaust  in spite  of intermittent winds. 

A stationary eductor placed on top of a chimney could be also 

used;  however it must be understood that   it would rely solely on 

natural oonvection during poriods of no wind.    Thi3 dryer was never 

optimized. 

Materials of Construction: 

Drying Chamber: 

Transparent  covor: 

Frames: 

Insulation: 

Tra 3: 

Solar Air Heater: 

Transparent covor: 

Absorber: 

Insulation: 

Frames: 

Mylar (transparent plastic film) 

blackened hardboard for the back wall 
and tho bottom panels 

st raw 

wir    mesh 

Mylar 

blackened hardboard bottom sheet with 
a black plastic mesh 2 cm above it 

straw 

blackened hardboard sheets on bottom 
and side walls 

Location: Douma (near 

Lat itudo : 

Longitude : 

Damascus) Syria 

33°33'N 

36°24'E 

Climat ological Dot a: 

The climate of Syria is generally characterized by dry,  cloudless 

mjm it 
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summers, and cool,  partly rainy winters.    There is a substantial 

variation in monthly mean temperaturev   falling quite clearly into 

a four season year.    Nevertheless,   the  spring and fall periods 

seem to blond partly into the traditional desert  summer climate - 

high day ime temperatures,   low r-lative humidities,   clear cloudless 

days with an absence of precipitai ion for nearly 6 months.     In most 

of the country the percentage of suníihino during the period of May 

through October  is over 85^.    During the period of June through 

September,  the  percentage  is generally above 05/ • 

Pract ical Opcrat J oa: 

Number of units used in the past :    3 to 4 

Periods of Operation: 

On experimental basis:    1964-1268     (Units have also boon tasted 

In field operations:        nil in the Woet  Indies ) 

Drying Data: 

The unit  successfully dried okra,  cousa (Baladi variety), 

erniash,   Jew's mellov,*,  eggplant, tomato paste  and yam.    As an example 

of the drying yields att lined by i,he unit,  drying times for okra 

and for coura uere reported to bo respectively 20 and 5O/-' shorter 

than with a sun drying treatment.    In addition, the  final product 

quality obtained using this rolar dryor was reported to be  superior. 

The efficiency <jf the  solar air heater uns reported to vary 

between 64'/' to 80/ (ratio of useful hoat  absorbed into air stream 

over Energy transmitted through glazing). 

Operating Conditions: 

- Fairly  nunny 

- Ambient  air temperature from 30 C to 34 C 

- Temperature of the heated air entering the drying chamber on 

day of experiment :    from 36,2 to 58,4 C 

Commonts on the Dryer: 

Por solar drying purposes, generally the greater the air flow 

within the drying chamber, tue greater the yield will be.    If the 

average wind speed is high, the use of a stationary eductor instead of 

1 •» if 
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a rotary ventilator will bo  just  as practicable.    In the case where 

higher températures arc desired for drying particular crops,  dampers 

installed in the ventilator stack will permit control over the air 

flow rate and thut the dryer temperature.    If the ventilator diame- 

ter is small,   it   seems better to use a stack of a l'erger cross 

section which reduces smoothly  to the ventilator section.    ThiB 

will reduce  air friction and insure an adequate air flow. 

Evaluation: 

The solar dryers   are simple to construct and economical 

to use.    Howovor,  local material and adoquate technology should 

be used to the maximum.     Farmers may be encouraged to construct 

their own solar dryers based on optimised models designed by 

local  institutions which should bo available for demonstration 

purposes. 

-        In case of using external  sources of power the  only possible 

source of power in small  applications is,   in the present  con- 

ditions,  wind energy.    IJhcn using forced convection obtained 

by fans operated by thermal,   electrical or solar angines, 

an in-depth feasibility study should be undertaken to find out 

which percentage of consumed energy could be delivered as 

mechanical energy (by engines).    Many research projects are being 

undertaken in various developing countries and it seems that  the 

following suggestion could be  included in these research pro- 

grammes, when forced convection is used; 

Study of the  influence  of the temperature of solar heated air. 

This temperature could be varied until the maximum compatible 

with the conservation of the quality of the dried products by 

playing on the performance  of the solar collectors and/or on 

the velocity of the heated air- 

Study of the  influence of the Reynold's number of the flow of 

air across the dried produci by changing the discharge of tho 

fan: 

Reduction of the useful fluid power by optimising the pressure 

drop between  solar collectors and the outlet  of tho dryer. 

In an intermittent drying regime,  calculation and measurement 

of the moisture should be ¡nado at the end of each period. 

1 
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CHAPTER II - TECHNO-ECONOIIIC EVALUATION OP SOLAR E(¿UIPMENT 

1.      SOLAR ENGINE AUD INTERNAL COMEUSTION ENGINE 

The term "solar engine" designates in this study a complete 

installa, ion of an engine pouere    by solar energy,   md the term 

"internal combustion engine1' v/ill be  limited to Diesel  and gaso- 

line angines (gis turbines of very 3mall power do not  exist  yet  on 

t he market). 

A largo number cf factors could be taken into consideration 

when undertaking a techno-economic comparison of this nature,   but 

in order to simplify the  study,  these v/ill bo limited as much as 

is possible without   significantly altering the validity of the 

comparison.    The cost   of the  installed enuipment, depreciation, 

maintenance and repairs,  cost   of consumed energy and impact  on in- 

dustrial development  will-be considered. 

A general eroiation will be defined to find the maximum cost 

per installed kw of a solar engine.,  from which the solar engine 

begins to be more economical than a Diosel and/or gasoline engine. 

In order to base a simple equation which does not require the use 

of a compute^ some  assumptions will be made,  bearing in mind always 

that  a valid conclusion will be reached with accept ab.     accuracy. 

Total-working hours: 

A s lar engine  in favourabl    solar radiation conditions may 

work about 6 hours por day but   it does not  give its maximum output 

all of this time,  so a figure    f 1,500 hours per year at  nominal 

power seems to be reasonable.    This duration could be extended in 

the case of extensive  heat  storage. 

Power of solar engines to be considered in the comparison: 

Except for experimental purposes, use of fractional kw  solar 

engines door, not  seem to be really justified in developing countries 

in the  short  and medium term.     For instance,  a ¿ kv  solar pump 

could be replaced by a v kw animal powered pump working 8 hours 

daily.    The energy saving in u°mg small solar engines  is really 

small,   for example,  a ¿- kw solar engine will sive only about  250 

kg of fuel per year.    The transport  of such a quantity of oil would 

not pose real difficulties. 

1 
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1 
In the case of economically acceptable cost of solar engines, 

the 2 - 15 kw range could sell better  on the market.     However,   in the 

future  largest  power could be envisaged on a commercial basis. 

Power of Diesel  and gasoline engines to be considered in the comparison: 

A Diesel or gasoline engine  could easily work 8 hours per day 

or about   3t000 hours per year,    A set   of 2 engines each having 

half the power of the  solar engine¡  will be considered,   so a stand- 

by will be available and a good reliability could be e-pected. 

The power of small Diesel engines with 1000 - 15ÛOO rpm existing 

on the market usually starts with 2 kw,  then in this power range, 

only gasoline engines will be considered and for the range  10 - I5 

kw Diesel engines will be considered. 

1.1    Erfuation giving the cost  per installed kw of solar engine on the 

basis of which its utilization begins to be economically feasible: 

The coefficients in this equation will have the  following sig- 

nifications: 

a        inverse of the number measuring in years the expected lifetime 

of the engine (rate of annual depreciation): 

b        coefficient  giving the annual cost  of repair and maintenance 

in percentage of the cost  of the  installed engine 5 

i        the rate of interest on the  loans used to finance the cost of 

the  installed engine; 

o--     annual weight   in tona consumed fuel per ku of thermal engine' 

q        annual weight  in tons of lubricant  consumed per kw of thermal 

engine -, 

cost  per ton of fuel 

cost  per ton of lubricant 

cost  per kw of installed engine; 

index related to solar engine; 

index related to internal combustion engine; 

Diesel engine; 

gasoline engine; 

It  will be accepted that the annual coBt  of the  loans made to 

finance the  installation will be equal to half the rate of interest 

multiplied > r the loans.    Such simplifications will not  significantly 

affect the accuracy of comparison because the term jr appears in 
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tile two numberB of the equation and it represent s a relatively small 

importance in re card to the other terms. 

Inflation will not bo considered in this comparison.    Based 

on the above considerations the following equation could he written« 

(R
S 

+ bs + ?> Ks " (ftt + bt + f > Kt + V°f + VC1 
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1.2.      NUMERICAL APPLICATION 

Assumptions should be made to quantify parameters of the gene- 

ral equati  n regarding lifetime,   annual cost  of repair and maintenance, 

interest,   comnumption of fuel and lubricants,  cost  of energy,  etc. 

1 • 2.1    Expected lifetime of engines 

Solar engine: 

Commercial  companies  speak in terms of a life  of 20 years.    This 

figure seems,   hoi.ever ;  tobe very optimistic.    With the present 

technological  conditions,  the global  lifetime of 10 years  seems to 

bo more realistic,   and a =  1/1O. 

The lifetime  of Diesel engine  could go as far as 20,000 working 

hours depending on the range  of power,  the design and particularly 

on the rpm,  the piston .speed;   the  system of cooling,   the material 

used, the accuracy and the process of manufacture,  the conditions of 

exploitation (working hours per day,   level of maintenance,   climatic 

conditions...)    A figure of 6,000 working hours will be considered. 

This figure  seems to bo reasonable  in isolated places winro changing 

the engine before  major repairs are required is very economical. 

ïho coefficient   a vili then be equal to •J- 

A lifetime  of 3,000    orking hours will be considered for the 

small gasoline engine and a = ¿. 

1.2.2    Annual  cost   of maintenance    ad repair as a frr vtion of thé cost 

of the engine 

Solar engine: 

Commercial  companion sometimes refer to freo  (or insignificant) 

maintenance  and repair of solar engine installations.    A machine to 

be operated by a solar engine will always need maintenance and repair, 

and the solar engine installation will always need such services 

(breakage of sheet   glass of solar collectors,  replacement  of deterio- 

rated insulation,   repainting of containers of solar collectors, 

possible need of repainting of the black surface of the  solar absor- 

bers,  replacement   of leakage or working fluid,  plumbing;.    The cost 

of a full or partial salary of a guard who will ensure the day-to-day 

maintenance will not bo considerad  because it will also be required 

in the case of the  diesel and gasoline engines.    The  coefficient b 

J 
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would be of the order of magnitude 2 - 3/' in case of solar thermal 

engines and 1,. in that of electric engines powered by photo-calls, 

baeod on the  lifetime discussed above. 

1.2.3    Rate of interest 

A rato  of interest  of 0/> shall  bo considered,  although the pro- 

sont cost  of interest will be higher on the financial market. 

1 ¿ .4    Annual cost  of onorgy 

Diesol engine: 

The consumption of gas-oil is about  0.25 kg/Kwh and that  of 

lubricant  is about  0.007 kg/Kv.-h. 

In ordor to combine the cost of gas-oil and lubricant it will 

be asBumod that the cost of lubricant ir: 5 times more than that of 

gas-oil.    Tho now terns will designated "equivalent  consumption". 

0.25 + 0.007 ,: 5 = O.285 kk of equivalent  gas-oil/Kwh    . 

And for 15OO hours of annual work: 

O.2C5 .•:.  I5OG - 427.5 kg/ku.year 

AB the conditions of exploitation of the engine will not 

always bo cplirnal,  a majoration of consumption of about   iffl may 

bo considered:    so 

q    = 0.5 ton/icw.year 

Gasoline jngine: 

A majoration of 20> above that  of diesel enginoe could be con- 

sidered,  so 

qf * 0.6 ton/'tw.year 

A 10 kw solar engine working 15OO hours will bo compared with 

a set  of 2 Diesel engines with 5 ]»; each and I5OOO rpm.    Each one 

of these Diesel engines will work 6OOO hours in four years.    A 2 kw 

solar engine will be compared v;ith a set  of 2 gasoline engines of 1 

kw each which will work 3000 hours  in two years. 

Taking into consideration tho above assumptions,  the following 

equations could bo written: 

J 
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In the cade of Diesel engines: 

(0.10 + 0.03 + 0.04) KQ = (0.25 + 0.20 + 0.04) K^ + 0.5 Cf 

or 

K„- 3 (KD + Cf) 

and in the case of gasoline engines: 
i, 

0.17 K    « (0.50 + 0.20 + 0.04) K    + 0.6 C. s g i 

» 0.74 K   + 0.6 Cf 

or 

K - 4.35 K   + 3.53 c_ Sgl 

Knowing the  local cost  for installed kw of Diosel and gasoline 

engines for the considered range  of power,  and the  local cost  per ton 

of gas-oil  and gasoline,  the value  of K, por installed kw of solar en- 

gine could be    oalculatod from one  or the other of these two equations. 

As tares vary from country to country,  and in order to provide a 

valid order of magnitude  of the economically acceptable  cost  of kw of 

installed solar engines,   it v.'iil b^   assumed that   no tares shall be  char- 

ged on the  equipment,   and its installation a.id on the consumed fuel; 

The cost  of gas-oil  is more difficult to estimate-   it depends on a 

large number of factorr,   inter alia: price of crude  oil,  the distance bet- 

ween the refinery  and the  supplier of crude oil  and the cost  of inter- 

nal transport  and distribution; 

2.5    Seine Numerical Values 

Por the  10 la-; range  of Diesel engines with I5OO rpm,  the cost   in 

the present  conditions of the  international market  could bo assumed to 

bo 1150/kw of installed engine.     In the  same conditions,  the cost   of 

gasoline engines in the  1  kw range  could be estimated at  Ï50 - 70. 

A leading company in the field of small Diesel  engines has quoted 

a cost  of $840 ex-works Europe for a 0 kw,   150O rpm engine.    Another 

well-knovm German company har  indicated that the  cost   of a 28 kw, 

I5OO rpm is  about   $1,600 or  î57/ku. 

Based on a value of &150/ku' of diesel engine  and Íí150/ton of 

gas-oil,  the cost  per installed kw of solar ongine without heat 

J 
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et orante should not exceed J900 from the economical point of view. 

In the case of the small range 2 kw solar engine,  with $50/kw 

of gasolene engine and 8150/tons of gasoline, tho cost per installed 

kw of solar engine without heat storage should not exceed $834. 

The present coat  of solar engineB varies very much: 

SOFRBTES asks for at  least Í20,000/por installod kw: 

Sun Power Systems,   Inc., asks for about 03,000/installed kw 

depending on tho cost  of the solar collector.    According to 

a discussion with tho author, the manufacturer asks $12,000 

for his 10 kw engine,  not including the solar colloctor. 

But the 10 kw could be obtained if tho/difference botweon the 

evaporating and tho condensing temperatures could be obtained. 

This condition can not practically be realised with normal solar 

flat plato collectors and about 7 kw could be oxpocted. 

M.A.N. gives in Pig.   1 tho cost per installod electrical kw in 

function of the size of the engine and the produced number. 

1 
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1.3.    SOMì: CO.«:ìUOM)Nò 

On the basiti of th. 3 a'oovo assumptions, the following conclusions 

could bo malo; 

It has beon te It that  calculations of the cost per unit of 

ener,^ (KWH for  ;::\\;:lc) v;: I1  net bo ucsful in the case of 

thi3 report because the parameters vary too much from country 

to country and a ¿inorai equation,   as that outlined above,  is 

mor   useful. 

i. .;.)!:,.• t'..u'..,••,! i.-i'-uio uitliin the range  of 2 - 10 kw begins to 

be economic aiJ y ioanible when its cost does not  exceed $1000/ 

in!'t?llc;< kw.    r'io rrosent  cost on the market is 3-20 times 

mo.^a. 

In the c.-.r-! of solar orgincs operated by photocells &2000/in- 

etallod     • r;ocir. ¡ \o  oc economically fcasiblo because the cost 

of rep-úr and T.aivu ciance and that  of depreciation are lower; 

alEw an ci.'-.¡trio ¿ • rr»rat or has not boon considered in the case 

of Die301  c- gasoline origino ¡r 

Tho economy of r-calo cculd not be ltiily applied in the case 

of solai- t^ rmvl or.p-'rr^z,  duo to the fact that the surface 

of sciar coiiccto^;  (the  improvement  of efficiency incase 

of larjor mgi:v:c could be  in a first approximation neglected) 

is arpi-oxirratoly proportional to the power of the engine. 

Thu  soler col!c';i;ors  represent an important part   of the total 

cos-i   if -\i>3  instai lati oiis.    . jwever,  the cost <.. .' othor compo*» 

ncntj, +rr;.-.-j„:   ¡, a».... installation would be largely reduced 

when t!v pov.'c.1 ^rcr-as-s* 

Tho in>,.-...'. rrr.i;  is largely higher in case of solar engines, 

so tho fin.v..;j .^ vili bo more difficulty 

The col j' ¿np.no installât ion will occupy 20 - 50 m / installed 

kw, tin ort  cf occupied surface should bo taken into considé- 

rât io i. 

In cacj of uliliziiVj, iclav jollectors as roofs for buildings, 

tho ci.-'.,  nei' irstailed kw v:ould decrease; 

In caso cf instant  <?olar storage the cost per installed kw 

will increaoj fcuL that per KWH doliverod will largely decrease. 

Hcwovci',  a feasible toc'anology of solar ri orage is not yet 

available; 
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It   is difficult  to obtain a constant  speed on tho shaft  of a 

aolar engine  if a costly and maybe  sophisticated syBtem of 

control in not  provided.    A constant  apeed could bu necessary 

for some applications" 

Th    machine vihich will be    ouplod to a Diese1  or gasoline 

engine giving the same onui &y will ha/e half of tho power of 

that coupled to tho solar online,   so it& cost, transport and 

installation 'rill bo cheaper and easier: 

Local manufacture of solar ecruipment  in developing countries 

could have a ¿jood impact  on  industrial development; 

It   ir. difficult  to measure  tho benefit  of eliminating pollution 

by.tho URO of  solar equipment » 

As cost  of fuel  is increasing-,  solar engines are going to bo 

in botter competitive position. 

I 
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2.      SOLAR REFRIGERATION AND SPACE AIR CONDITIONING 

Based on the preceding chapter,  Development  and State cf the 

Art,  the following remarks could be made: 

Sol^r refn^ration and epe^e air conditioning systems are 

still  in the lì and D stage 

The  system could not  be independent  of an external  source of 

power which should suppl.y till   30,: of the energy necessary 

to a conventional  system- 

The  system is bulky; 

The  control  system  in the solar absorption machine  is not 

simpler than that used for a conventional system: 

The  Li-Bi-water mixture is not recommended when using solar flat 

plate collectors; 

The cost of the  solar system even in the event  of mass pro- 

duction will be higher than the conventional one. 

Mumma and Sepcy.   as already mentioned in the case study on 

solar air conditioning performance in Central Ohio, had calculated 

that for the 9000 Kcal/h solar air conditioning unit with $^8o/ton 

of fuel,   20,'J annual escalation of cost  of fuel,  and 9/¿ interest 

rate,  20 years are required to break the additional $3000 first 

cost  of the unit  and an appropriate fraction of the collector-storage 

control.     This calculation is for the moment  rather optimistic in 

favour of solar refrigeration unit. 

Farther R and D is necessary to simplify the system,  to improve 

performances,        to reduce the cost t and particularly to decrease 

the percentage of energy necessary from an external source of power. 

1 
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3.      SOUR SPACE HEATING 

As stated before,   solar space heating can generally only be 

auxiliar:' to a conventional system and an e:rternal source other 

than solar energy should be utilised in the majority of cases. 

Many studies have been made on the economics of this mode of heating. 

The energy saving varies from 30 - B&" of the total consumed heat. 

It depends on,  inter alia, the climatic conditions, the form,  lo- 

cation,  orientât ion J  number of floors, the area of sheet  glass in 

the external walls, materials,   insulation and mode of utilisation 

of the premises. 

A valid evaluation cannot be made unless the paramaters inter-. . 

vening in the problem are known.    However, an optimistic perspective 

could be expected if adequate architectural solutions,  well de- 

signed heating systems and cheap, reliable solar collectors are 

used. 

J 
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4.      SOLàR MSTIUATIÜN 

In a first   ij prj;:imatiün,  th/i  construction of ¡jolar distillati', 

plante could be put   irto „wo categories: 

Alu inium sJ ,:*ucture and she-t   fiaos fer  -he wlls and cover, 

butyl rublû.' •,;i..¡. er ;.'ithou\-   insu lati ..i ^oneath it,  ari ~ii_- 

cons rubber for  sealing.    Thia technology iß reliable and its 

productivity is  relatively h-.gh.    The cost varies according 

to the lecci par?fneterr.,    For   '-ample,   in the casa of the 

plant  a*.  Pitkardos in Gro¿ce;   which has 2,447 m    net  evapovatir 
2 ì 

surface    3310 m    \ota'i  surface  and 1u-12 m Yd of fresh water, 

the cost wars about  535/net  evaporating m".    The approximative 

breakdown was the following: 

_Ittm Approximative cost 
in      $ 

Concrete constructions 

Aluminium constructions 

Butyl rubb^:' 

Glasses and labour 

Sealastic 

Pumps 

Pipes-system etc. 

Transportât ion feos 

General "xper.fjes 

v lnsurr-r.co s,   Te st rum et e. ) 

62.0C0 

Tho uost of excavation and levelling *ork is not  included. 

Brick or hcllov concrete blocks for the walls,  concrete paint"" 

black fcr the basin,  sheet  glass with a small  quantity of alu- 

minium fo- the cover structure,  and tarplastic for the sealing. 

The estimated co-.t  of a 2¡000 rr,2 net evaporating surface wa3 

estimated at  <5l4/n    of not evaporating surface,   in India. 

Thepe two technologies seem to be reliabla. The second one can 

easily bo transferred to the least developed countries, whe^e it can 

b« reproduced without  great difficulty. 

15 ,000 

11 000 

7 000 

7 000 

5 000 

2 000 

o, 000 
3, 000 

8, 500 

J 
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SUMMARY OF FRESHWATER COSTS 
in  1976 

»A8IN STILLS 

O HUMIDIFICATION- DE HUMIDIFICATION 

Q MULTISTAGE FLASH 

A MULTIEFFECT FLASH 

X VAPOUR COMPRESSION I 

50 500 

PRODUCTION n?/k 
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Mustacchi from the University of Ron»,  in his paper to the 

UHBSCO/WMO Symposium on Solar Energy,  August - September,   1976, 

has calculated that  for up to 50 n    of fresh water per day (which 

represent a solar distillation plant  of 17 - 20,000 m2 of net eva- 

porating surface) the cost of production would be uss than fò/ji? 

when using 3olar stills.    He also stated that this latter type of 

installation ir, more economical than fossil-fired desalination up 

to 50 nr/d.    See fig.   1. 

4 
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CHAPTER III - SOLAR BTBRQY .UTILIZATI« PL DE¥BLOPINQ COUNTRIES . 

1.      EVALUATION OP SOME EXISTING EXPERIENCE IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

Greece 

The major development in the field of solar onorgy is wator 

distillation. The most important installations in tho world aro 

here - Nyseros,  Piskardos,  etc. 

The basic technology of Deliyannis1  3tills is an aluminium 

structura with 3heet glass for tho walls and roof.    Tho black absor- 

bing surface is constituted by thin sheets of butyl rubber: tightness 

is ensured by mbber silicon sealant.    This technology seems to be 

reliablo,  but it requires materials which are not often available 

in most developing countries and its cost  is relatively high.    Such 

stills can only be reproduced if good technicians are available. 

India 

India has an ambitious programme in solar energy R and D, 
including: 

Solar water desalination: 

There is already one installation in Bhavnagar for 0.9 m^/iay 

and another of 5 m /day is under construction.    The principal materials 

are bricks,  cement,  glass, a small quantity of aluminium .and wood 

and elee rician cotton insulatinu tape.    The black absorbing surface 

is concrete painted with tankmastic.    The total estimated cost for 

this installation is about $28,000 or about $14 per effective ova- 
2 

porating m  .    Tho expected average production of this installation is 

about 2} litres/m  .day.    This technology seems to bo reliable and 

easily transferable to other developing countries. 

Solar water heaters: 

The Bharat Heavy Electrical Ltd.  is awaiting the results of 

experiments on a variety of solar collectors beforo launching mass 

production,  and it  is difficult  at the moment to forcease the cost. 

Howevor,  it  is envisaged to construct Bolar collectors under the super- 

vision of this corporation, using aluminium roll bond technique and 

a factory for such products already exists. 

1 
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Sülar Bpace heating: 

A systom of heating by hot air has beon developed but thu 

economic ovaluation of such a system cannot be mado without the re- 

rmlts of the ambitious programme of research and development on solar 

collectors. 

Solar pumps: 

Tho Birla Instituto  of Technology and Scionco in Piloni has 

already constructed two prototyper of a solar pump without mobile- 

parto.    Those two prototypes aro now under expérimentât ion. Tho first 

evaluation shown that tho viator cold pump is promising and that tho 

cost  of tho installed prototype could be  ,.f the order of magnitudo 

of 32,000 por kw.    A l?.rgc number of  technological problems arc  still 

to be resolved arid it   is hoped that by the end of I976 a concrete 

evaluation can be made regarding the technological problems and the 

reduction cf the manufacturing costs. 

Problems erist  in the field of solar drying,  solar air condi- 

tioning and solar rofrxgoration,  but  no concrete results arc oxpoctad 

for some time to come. 

In the field of conversion of ivlar energy into mechanical 

energy,   some work has beon initiated but  no results can bo expected 

in the near future.    Some collaboration is envisaged with the Govern- 

ment  of the BTIG and a project  is under negotiation. 

In the field of wind energy:  tho National Aeronautical Laboratory 

is working or. prototypes using a technology similar to that used in 

western countries.    Concrete results can be expected by the end of 

1976.    This work is conducted in throe directions: 

improvement  of the existing multiblade windmill model for irri- 

gation 

1  - 5 kw nominal, wind velocity 5 m/secoad with 2-3 blades and 

flap control,  for      electricity generation 

windmills to power pumps for salt  works 

They are trying to combine the pumping of water v.-ith the gone- 

ration of electricity. They hope to have small windmills for about 

$1,000 per installed lew for a wind     1 velocity of 5 m/second. 

J 
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Mexico 

The moat  important solar energy programme  in Mexico is solar 

pumping, which is based on the SOFRETES (French) technology.    A 

low temperature solar turbino of 25 lew driving an electric generator 

which in its turn driven one or  mother pump,   depending on the power 

output, has been installed at San Luis de la Paz,  about 350 km from 

Mexico City.    It  is already in operation but the cost is still pro- 

hibitive.    11 pump3 of 1 lew are already installed,  8 are under con- 

struction and 1  solar pump to be driven by rotative sular engine 

will bo installed in the very nuar future. 

Interesting work has been done on the construction of solar 

collectors uBing asbestos cement as a container, aluminium roll 

bond imported as water ducting and absorbing surface, 2 sheet 'glass, 

silicon rubber sealant and fibre glass as insulating materials. 

The present cost  is about I50 per m .    Also a solar collector using 

a fibre glass container is in the R and D stage. 

The cogt  of the  solar pumps installed in Mexico is still pro- 

hibitive and some $20 - 30,000 per installed ki; represents the 

existing rate.    Mexico is planning to produce in large number the 

small range of solar pumps export to other developing countries. 

However, with the present reciprocating freon engine and the high 

coat of the other components of the systom (solar collectors,  heat 

exchangers...) it will bo very difficult to withstand the competition 

of Diesel and gasoline engines. 

1 i—1 it 
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2.      DISCUSSION OF PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS 

Developing countries  should be interested  in increasing the 

utilization of colar energy.    Applications which could be feasible 

under the present  condition:? are: 

Solar  sej. and brackinh wite^ distillation for small and medium 

production.    An order of magnitude  of 30 nc*/ day  3eems to be 

reasonable• 

Solar domestic water heating on an  individual or collective 

basis,    This type  of equipment  is already very popular in 

countries <juch a« Australia,  Japan,   USA and Cyprus and its 

competitiveness has   already been proved.     The technology of this 

application is rather easy and should be adapted to local 

conditions 

Solar Drying.    This type of dryi.ifc- has always been utilised in 

the open air.    Now,   with simple apparatus,   it  should be possible 

to obtain clean,  healthy,  and better quality products.    Equip- 

ment   is?  simple and could be manufactured without   great  difficulty. 

It  is advisable that   local  institutions prepare adequate designs 

for demonstration purposes,     farmers could use these models 

to manufacture their  own dryers.    The use  of assisted power 

solar dryers could be envisaged in places where energy is cheap 

and maintenance and repair are easily available.     But  it will 

not  often be a good solution to transform the mechanical  or 

elee rical energy into heat  \o drive the necessary fans. 

Combining wind energy with solar drying could constitute a 

good solution. 

Solar Engines.    Many prototypes already exist  on the market. 

Some  of them have been tested over a period of years;   some for 

months,  and others are  only now ready for testing*     Under the 

present  conditions  it   ir very difficult to advise  developing 

countries to use these  -^olar engines  for purposes  other than 

experimental.    Their cost  is still  prohibitive and the techno- 

logy has not yet  been thoroughly tested. 

For solar electricity which  is generated by solar engines, the 

above paragraph is applicable.    If  it  is generated by photo- 

cells,  even though the technology of silicone cells is reliable 

and many institutions claim that CdS cells are also reliable, 

* —ï ti 
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the  presort   «o'3t   of  Lhcso  cell?,  is very high find it   is not 

advisable to xxcz them at   pre sont   ii- developing countries   for 

purposes other than experimental.     The technology of photo- 

cells   LB ni ill under   di ve 1 opir.ent   and it   is hoped that   in a 

not   Loc   Long term,   they wil    have the same   su    ess that  tran- 

sistors have had.     In such a case,   small  developing countries 

could envisage the  assembly of sach units,   and large ones 

could envisage partial <rr total manufacture. 

Solar refrigeration.    Unii n  independent   of external sources 

of power arc under development  but   even for  small cooling 

capacity,  v¿ry large  surfaces «ina very heavy weights should 

be  expected  frcm such na'tj.     In the cace  of intermittent   or 

continuous absorption machines,  the  solar energy equipment 

will  constitute  an additional  part  to the  conventional  ones. 

The existing technology soems to b3 faanible;   but  an exact 

feasibility  study  ¿hould be prepared to determine to what   ex- 

tent   and percentag^ external  sources of power could be accep- 

table.    The manufacture  of ice is a good solution in many 

cases because  it   is transportable and can be used for the  pre- 

servation of food or other products. 

Given that  the  solar engines constitute a very important  application 

of solar energy utilisation,   and that ahis subject  has not yet 

been popularised,  the  rollowing  paragraph will focuse on this appli- 

cation.     More concorn with engines of ¡he range 2 - 15 kw will be 

given in this discussion. 

The cost  of the engino  itself depends on the number produced 

annually and also on the design (rotative,  reciprocating,   with 

several alternatives of each type).    Much development work and 

know-how must be provided before a ve11-dosigned engine  can be 

developed,     Improvement  of offiency is important  but  should 

not  be  at the cost   of  simplicity,   robustness  or the possibility 

of local manufacture  in developing countries.    Sophisticated 

control should be  avoided in using small engines because this 

requires the availability of highly qualified teclnical workers 

to ensura maintenance and repair. 

v- J 
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It is not desirable to iiave a heavy engine. This could reduce 

the price of the miteri.il, po3sibly the manufacture, and faci- 

litate transport and installation. 

Head exchangers.    The technology used by SOPRETES has evolved 

gro tly and the new trend i    now to UBO plate   ìeat  exchangers. 

Nevertheless, using standard heat  exchangers produced by local 

réfrigérâtion and air conditioning firms may present  a solution 

for example,  ¡ir.  Minto,  President  of Sun Power Systems,  has 

indicated that  ho  is using for his  10 kw engine an evaporator 

and a condensor manufactured by Carrier,  the cost  being appro- 

ximately  32,000.    SOPRETES,  till now,  charges about  #5,000 

per heat  exchi igorc necessary for i 1  kvj engine.    So,   in the 

case of large production,  the cost  of heat  exchangers could 

be a couple  of &100 per kw.    The manufacture of such components 

in the majority of developing countries should not  present 

real difficulties.     Corninoli materais should be used if possi- 

ble to reduce the cost   and to simplify the technology.    Stain- 

less steel,   for example,   is expensive and difficult  to weld. 

If Butone could be used,   stainless steel will not  be necessary. 

Solar collectors.     Pitt  plate collectors using direct and 

diffused solar radiation are now we'll known in developed and 

many of the developing countries.    The cost  varies between 

$35 and $100 por m  .     Por example,  those constructed in Mexico 

according tc the SOPRETES design using aluminium roll-bond, 

fibre glass and asbestos oanelletaa with two 3- mm sheet  glass 

cost  about  $50 per mc .    The cost  of solar collectors could be, 

in many " "es,  reduced by using rnetal tubes and sheets (in 

case a roll bond manufacturer does not exist   in the country, 

available local materials for containers and insulation—rico 

husk,   straw,    these   materials could be chemically treated 

against the action of insects.)    Unfortunately the cost  of 

3heot  glass is often very high m developing countries,  with- 

out  real  justification. 

Regarding the sealing of solar collectors,  a cheap and long- 

life  sealing is not  yet  available on the market,  and till now, 

silicon rubber seems to be the best  material, but  it  is very 

expensive. 

Working fluid in solar engines.    Many fluids have been experi- 

J 
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mont'd w'.t-h - but - \e,   froon 12,  fnn 11  and freon 114.    Each 

g-îs has itr. auvar.+ ngos :i*d diR?¿VS .tacas.    Criteria could bo 

the following 

Hot vory hi£,:: p—.Sbure,  to simplify construction 

- non-^or*osive,  to  ave d use of special i ¡tais 

snail specific volume of saturated vapour to reduce the 

ancumbnj.-¡.'On.t  of creino  nr.d piping 

no bad ofl'oct': en t.be health of poi'3on;->3l 

i.o ri"!: ff ex{"ojic.i ar.d no affinity with the components 

of tho r;i,:. >oph<3rr> 

..on-iaflar : ibiü   ?.n:l net  oxplosivo whoa mixsd with air 

— net  ve \v erp'jrsi^e 

a-ai]alility on t'i.3  local  r.r.-!;ct 

The;? conditio-.    r,T ; not   always posribl? to ootain. 

in the caf.o o ' a 1'.;: tv .dorature soli-' orbino,  the discussion 

of evaporaci/i,-* il- i:o:/king fluid directly in the solar collect or 

is rr>„ yot r.1   - od.    Tn-ufficient  -„jcrcrinonts have bean done on 

tin „-ii^-oct   „o .ai.'.o:; a valid r<; lolu^i^.i.    However,  circulating 

a two phax'  rV.inl in 1-„   -j fi\c;s ?nrl. lo.ig pip?ng may present 

soir.o difficult:--. ;..   .-.: 1 probloir_ cf tightness could arise. 

When URKV t i- un+or ki-ato:1  in ./l-^  pl,:.+,ü  solar collectors to 

evaporai'j ti:,. u-\.-].:->g flu'a,   \ circulating pump to improve the 

heat c:.vhan:3 c;uil bo upod.    Tho characteristics of this 

pun-  elicila bo  op::ir.iBod  bo ccT.pron.isc tho ncr  •v.'   porer by 

the ¿ .i.np v..i  ' Ì.«   „. .^ove. '.:i,   of   ;Lo eiYxclency of the  eystoni. 

in tho pr;-..:...   cr;U1 ionr o: the  stato  of the art,   it  is not 

possible • o t<-,  ir. fe-evr cf or? or the  other of the 2 types 

of rol;„- i-a;,i   ¿;    ir.,  al hi• temperature.    Ilxisti ig experience 

is not y_t r.f;i-.i.î..;,    >.¿-¿¿h to alluw a valid  -pinion.    How- 

ever,  in the :-:c:->:>.  condition,  tho irgh ron<*e of power,  the 

etoan on-ins -n.' turbir.ot ,   ceil to be mare reccmnendable. 

closed cycle .\vi   •..:-;  :r,->3 ccv.ld -j'i onvif.agod for its simpli- 

city but  fur LI. ;.- P. -,:í I» it iie^ssary bofore reaching a simple, 

cheap, easy to u o,  ari reliable design: 

the exporinn+F  or. th<~  sciar pu-np being developed in Pilani,   I;idia 

,   • ¡v :,••;:,. ;.. .   -._-,h i- f •:-ir-  n-3c^sk-ait/ before 

.?.•::!. reliable  -j^stc-..-. 

are 

reaching a <•;<•. 

>   Kril 
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3.      UNIDO »S ROLE AND ACTIVITIES 

UNIDO wis'ios to assist developing countries  in the field of 

solar and wind energies. 

Thin assistance could he ensured by: 

providing a valid evaluation of the existing technology and 

off Dring the services of  an efficient   information system; 

organizing seminars . "i or.pert  group meetings; 

training technical personnel through fellowships,   study tours 

and  specialized courses., to b>¿  organized in collaboration with 

multi- and bi-lateral institution;-,- 

-        strengthening the cooperation between developing countries:  and 

iaplcmonting national.,  subregional and regional piojects which 

may have for objectives: 

In the long term - 

to provide agriculture,   industry and social institutions 

with locally manufactured solar and wind equipment with 

adequate production costs using to the- maximum local 

materials as well as the appropriate technology for the 

production and utilization of this equipment  (simple design, 

roburrt  equipment,  easy running,  easy maintenance,  and 

labour intensive production,   if po3sible)¡ and to study 

the feasibility of colar,   wind and biogas   equipment; 

And  in fho  short  term - 

to determine the equipment which could be economically 

used in the near future • 

to tost  and adapt to local conditions,   equipment available 

in other countries,  but   in any case,   developing countries 

should not  constitute  a freo laboratory for developed 

countries,  results of R and D should bo shared oquitably; 

to initiate pilot projects for manufacturing solar, wind 

and biogas equipment. 

Financing such UNIDO/local,   nubrogion-al and regional projects 

should be discussed betuoen thu  concerned parties and especial]y 

with the  financing sources. 

UNIDO has already developed Rome small  F.olar and wind energies 

projects,  two of them in the field of solar distillation and they aro 

i —» fi 
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bcsod on technology developed in Indir- and Grooeo. 

UNIDO in collaboration with tho Austrian Solar and Space 

Agency is planning to organize in tho vory near future an export 

group mooting to be hold in VIENNA^ in which discussions will bo 

conducted on tho following subjects! 

- Solar water distillation 

- Solar water heating 

- Solar drying 

- Solar cookinf, 

- Solar Refrigeration 

- Conversion of solar energy into mochanical energy and 

solar pumping 

- Windmills 

Tho discussions in this oxport group meeting will focus on 

tho tochno-economic aspects and on the appropriate technology, and 

it  is hopod that   it v/ill permit the definition of technologies 

which could be used economically in the short and medium term in 

Developing Countries. 

U 
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4.      CONCLUSIONS AI-ID PiECOMMU! DATION? 

Solar energy is inexhaustible, omnipresent and non-polluting. 

It constitutes an inestimable source of energy which should be 

exploited to the maximum by developing countries; 

Utilization of solar energy in soa and brackish water distillation, 

drying of food products, water heating,  and in some cases, space 

heating,  already seems to be economically feasible; 

Solar engines, solar electricity, solar refrigeration and space 

air conditioning have already passed the 1 and D stage and will 

appear on the commercial market  in the near future.    However, 

their cost  is still prohibitive.    A proliferation of commercial 

companies in this field is emerging.    They promise equipment with 

very optimistic performances including a very long lifetime, which 

has not yet boon proved^      Developing countries should be aware of 

this situation when negotiating the transfer of solar technology. 

The preceding chapters of this report could be advantageously 

consulted to give a first valid idea.    UMIDO could, to some 

extent give valval)le technical assistance; 

- R and D muBt be strengthened in developing countries.    Available 

scientific, technical and human resources should be optimally 

utilised, but R and D activities are time-consuming and very 

expensive.    Regional and sub regional projects  .ire therefore 

recommended to save time and money.      The idea of implementing 

such projects with national nuclei, each specialising in one or 

more application,  seems to be feasible. 

- International and/or regional Expert Group Meetings organised 

preferably by neutral and specialised institutions, such as UNIDO, 

should be held periodically with a view to evaluate the existing 

technology in the field of solar and wind energies in order to 

define the appropriate technology for the developing countries, and 

to elaborate a programme of technical assistance aiming to develop 

the utilization of solar and wind energy,  to intensify R and D, to 

initiate the manufacture of equipment and to strengthen tho transfer 

of technology between developing countries; 

m —> if 
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When coloring the feasibility of solar equipment, the 

increasing coat of energy should be taken into consideration 

and AS solar equipment will be mass produced in the future, at 

least for some applications,  its position in such a comparison 

will be better and an optimistic perspective can be expected 

for the utilisation of solar energy, for example, the cost of 

silicone solar ceils was about  Ì20,000/kw peak in 1975.    ifcey 

could now be obtained for "13,000} 

Cooperation among developing countries is already feasible. 

Many fields of solar technology could be advantageously 

transferred, and, at the least, coordination of R and D 
work should be initiated. 

V- 
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ANNEX 1 

ANNEXES 

1 

In November 1974 "the Intorna-.onal Energy Agen< • (ISA) was 

established. Its current members arc the USA, Austria, Belgium, 

Canada, Denmark, PRO, UK, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Luxonburg, 

Netherlands, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, Now Zealand. 

Norway and the Commission of the European Communities participate 

aß obsorvcrs. 

The ESA organisations oonsist of several committees - one 

of these iß the Committee on Energy Research and Development. The 

Solar Energy Export Group has dcvolopod five oooporative projects 

in tho areas of solar heating and air cooling of buildings and solar 

radiation measurement and analysis. In November 1975 the IEA Governing 

Board approved undertaking cooperativo work in seven now technological 

areas including solar power systems, wind energy, ocean thermal 

energy and bio mass conversion. Pol lowing is a description of five 

of the projects undertaken. 

PROJECT I: DEVELOPMENT OP SOLAR IISATING, C00LETG AITE HOT WATER 
SUPPLY SYSTEMS 

The objective of project ¿_.. is to 03tablish and organize 

cooperation between the participating countrios in two areas that 

primarily arc roíate1,  to the  system as a whole. 

The first area covers modelling and simulation of systems in 

order to calculate tho thermal performance. The socond area covers 

measuring and roporting of thermal performance as well as roporting 

of information on durability and cost of systems. These two areas 

togothor form the overall objoctivo which is to provide a basis 

for the cost effoctivo optimization of systems. 

A successful completion of thin project will have tho following 

results: 

- information on and an evaluation of existing computor programmes 

for calculating thermal performance of systems, 

- a standard international proccduro for measuring thormal 

performance of systems, 

- information on thermal performance, durability and coBt of 

oxioting and especially for neu 3y3toms, 

- a procoduro for designing economically optimized systoma. 

•   1   t rT 
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The scopo of thin Bub-projoct in defined by the following four tasks: 

(1) Assessing the status of modelling cud simulation of solnr 

heating and cooling systems. 

(2) Setting up, a standard procedure for measuring thermal performance 

of systems. 

(3) Sotting up a format for reporting thermr.1 perforr.ianco, 

durability and cost of systems.   Collecting information according 

to the fornat. 

(4) Setting up a procedure for designing oc ononidi optimized 

Dystcms « 

PROJECT 2j    DEVELOPïiflîT OP CaiP0I7IiTTS TOR SOLAR IEATING, 
COOLUJG AND HOT ÎIATES SUPPLY SYSTEM 

To accelerato the development of the components of solar 

heating, cooling raid hot water supply systems by exchange of 

information and pirns by the review of on-going and new development 

programmes in the participating countries. 

The viability of solar heating,   cooling and hot water supply 

systoms for commercial application depends upon the effectiveness 

of the key components. Major R and D efforts are, accordingly, 

being undertaken in participating countries for improvements  in 

performance, durability and cost reduction for the koy components. 

The sharing of knowledge and technologies through this exchange 

of information and plans would greatly accelerate the development 

jf moro effective components and would eventually alleviate the 

financial and technological burden for these R and D efforts in 

the participating countries. 

The key components of the solar heating and cooling system 

that will bo included in thi3 project aro« 

— solar collectors, 

— thermal oner^y storage, 

— solar air conditioning,  and 

— othor major components,  as appropriate 

-i 
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PR0J3CT 3«    FIUFORKAITCE TESTING OF SOLAR COLLECTORS 

Development and utilization of standard test procedures to rate 

the performance of a broad »"lass of collector:  for use in heating 

and/or cooling applications. 

The collector  in a key component in «a aolar  on orgy system. 

A variety of different collector designe with a broad range of 

qualitativo difforcncos aro known. Performance testing in order to 

rato the tochnical and economical and potential of the component 

collector  is an urgent task. Therefore, it io important to use 

standardized methods to determino the efficiency or the energy 

output of a collector, and to predict its reliability and durability. 

It  is expected that performance rating can be achieved by specifying 

a few characteristic qualities,  such as optical,  thermal,  and 

mechanical properties. A performance test procédure must allow one to 

muasuro or to 3tatc these properties. The interim test procedure 

(NBSm-74-365) proposed by the National Bureau of Standards of 

the United States  is a first stop in .  this direction. This tost 

procedure  ic already used or considered to bp use<i  in many mombor 

countries ne a basis for further development. Tho difficulties 

inherent to  the NBS procedure arc duo to a restriction in 

environmental conditions which allow to carry out  a test in 

climatic regions such, as in Lucidlo Europe only during a fow weeks 

of ,oho year. Those problems may bo solvod by applying simulators, 

i.e. by applying artificial suns and rcproducoable climatic 

conditions  in climatic chai.iborp. The applicability of simulation 

is a main goal of this project. 

Tho successful completion of all the tasks will (l) yield 

reliable data for system design,  (2) provide engineering advice 

in collector design, and (3) provide a basis for quality standards. 

Thi3 implies that the tost procedures havo to bo sciontif¿eclly 

correct,  sufficiently accurate,  and as simple as possible 

ì —I it 
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Tho overall goal of the rcsoarch work is to roduoo porformanoo 

testing to the evaluation of a sot of characteristic parametprs 

which defino the optical,  thermal, and mechanical, proportiest To 

achiovc this coal four tasks have boon identified. 

(1) Development of rccommendod tost procedures  to dctormino 

thermal performance outdoors. 

(2) Development of recommended test procedures  to dotormine 

thermal performance indoors. 

(3) Development of recommended long-term outdoor end accelerated 

indoor tost procedures to determine mechanical performance  • 

(4) Conoiso documentation of the results in a collector reference 

book. 

PROJECT 4:    DEVELOFÏI3JT OF All INSOLATION HANDBOOK 
AIID HTSTHUMBTTATiai PACKAGE 

The objectives of this project, aro (l) to compilo and 

distribute a Handbook on insolation and related weather moasure— 

montB for sola? energy applications, and  (2) to docign, build,  tost, 

ovaluato and racomincnd a portable, low cost insolation and rolatod 

woathor data instrumentation package to bo used for measurements 

at the site of a solar energy system, both prior to and during üB 

operation. This instrumentation package will provide essential 

data in a suitable format for a large pumbor of solar onergy 

application studies and system designs. It will also bo used to 

gather necessary data for system or sub—system performance 

evaluations. 

A significant and well developed body of knowledge and 

experience in insolation and related weather measurements exists 

in national meteorological centers throughout the world. There is, 

however, a need to summarize this knowledge for valuable and 

necessary guidance and support tp the many developing national 

solar energy programs is  lacking. The handbook to be developed 

as part of this project in directed at filling this need. 
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Each country,  anticipating the futur* significant utilization 

of solar energy should have the means to measure the solar radiation 

and related parameters in all of its different olimatic regions, and 

in riions of forecasted population or industrial growth, or at 

potential solar uiui-^y utilization sites. In addition to these 

general and specific site evaluation needs,  the design and evaluation 

of solar energy systems and components requires certain essential 

solar radiation and weather data» The insolation instrumentation, 

which is the subject of this sub-project, uill bo desired to provide 

this information, within the constraints of low cost and portability. 

The successful completion of this sub-project will (l) 

provide a valuable data resource - the Insolation and Related 

Weather Measurements Handbook, drawn together by international 

oxperts and disseminated to IEA member countries,  (2) Bignificantly 

facilitate the understanding of the insolation/weather aspects of 

systems tests and demonstrations in the participating countries, 

and (3) provide for a more effective and useable exchange of 

information on the performance of those systems thereby allowing 

each participating country to fill in the gaps in its own national 

program w^th the experience and results of activities in other 

ooun trios. 

Five tasks have been identified to achieve the two general 

objectives of this project. They are: 

(1) Preliminary evaluation of the Instrumentation Package 

Performance Specifications and Identification of available 

Handbook material. 

(2) Establish Instrumentation Package Performance Specifications. 

(3) Design, puilding and Testing of Insolation Instrumentation 

Packages. 

(4) Comparative Testing of Insolation Instrumentation Package* 

(5) Development of Insolation Instrumentation Package 

Recommendations. 
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PROJECT 5:    USF, OP EXIST HÎG MITTDOROLOGICAL INFORMATION 
POR SOLAR 30RGY APPLICATICI! 

The objectives of this projects are (l)  to determine the 

quantitativo relationship between measurements of solar radiation and 

other relevant meteorological parameters, and (2) to develop an 

internationally uniform system of presentation of solar radiation^ 

date in order to facilitate the calculations for utilizing solar energy. 

The project will concentrate on  two major tasks;   (l) to 

adviso  on methods of estimatine the solar radiation  incident upon 

a horizontal or an inclined surface by means of solar radiation 

measurements or other relevant meteorological data, and (2) to 

improve the quality of current and past records, of solar radiation 

and to make them available in standardized form. 

The following reports or recommendations will be prepared! 

— Recommendation of an internationally uniform format for 

presentation of solar radiation data for users and designers 

of solar energy systems. 

— Catalogue of sources of solar radiation data and relevant 

meteorological data for planning and design of buildings and 

equipments utilizing solar energy, 

— Report on methods of estimating solar radiation incident 

upon a horizontal or an inclined surface by means of 

meteorological data with ¡special regard -l.o the requirements 

of the designers and the users  of solar energy systems. 

— Recommendations concerning the meteorological observing 

stations in order to improve their measurements of solar 

radiation according to the needs of the usors and designers 

of solar energy Bgstcms. 
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ANNEXES 

ANNEX    2 
Source :    Sinai 1  Solar Power Syst 3ms 

Austrian Solai- and Space Agency, AS SA ?A-3, August  1976 

Ideally,   -in inform.-icic.ii s.yncir  in the solar energy fiold 

should provide  fov the following functions: 

Support   of II + D,  by ordered di ñ'-emination of information on 

pari  ,-md current  roso Arch results. 

Technology transfer, by providing repackaged research and 

development results in a form  fluitatolo for direct  .application. 

Planning data,  for example on climatic parameters,  but  also 

including cost aid economic data,   3t?,idards,  legislativo  and 

regulatory aspecto, etc. 

The  survey has -3 for concentrât od on the support  -of- R+D 

role,   as probably being the most  important  at thin early stage, when 

Boveral countries are still in the programme planning stage.    Never- 

theless,   in the  long term tho  other  information system functions 

aro at   least  of »quai  importance.    Ai   present,  most  of the countries 

for which data has been obtained are  not yet   in a position to  im- 

plement   information systems in technology transfer and planning 

data in solar energy,    dthough there  are plane for such activities 

•and in one case  (the USA; those plans  are  in tho early implementation 
stages. 

The concept  of a total information programme in also being dis- 

cussed,   particularly in tho USA-   such  a system is designed to 

perform multiple function?;  ranging from the traditional R + D 

suppo-v  role throuCu tccluïolugy transfer to information aimed -at 

local authorities  public utility organizations and oven tho general 

public,  to promote the use of solar energy as a means  of conserving 

or replacing ouhor energy rocourcos. 

Even in the  area of R + D support,   however,  tho results of tho 

survey so far obtained ahew that   in most  countries the  situation has 

not yet  crystalised to the point  at which tho  special needs of the 

scientists and engineers active in the  field have been assessed 

and a database constructed to meet the needs.    The information re- 

source in general is scattered throughout a wide variety of journals 
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on-1 laboratory reports,  and except   in the USA and possibly in the 

Federal Republic  of Germany,   is not  yet  being organized for easy 

access. 

Scopo  and Coverage - The  Information Resource 

Solar energy,   fr.-rr,   . scientific   md technical  information 

point  of vici/,   is  a sub-field of Energy as  a uhole,   and like onorgy 

information generally is "transdiscipiinary",   i.e.  the information 

romiirod by  a pro joec  team engaged in an R + D project  is to bo 

found in many of the  sub-disciplines of physics,   engineering and 

other sciences.    Por project  planning,   accorr, tc meteorological 

and possible geological  information will be required,   and for 

planning and assessment work,  resource data and economics will 

also be necessary. 

It   follows that  while  subdivisions of the  field may be useful 

;or the purpose  of classifying documents,  the total  stock of info- 

mat ion cannot  and must not be divided into isolated blocks,  one 

relating topper systems,   another to heating and cooling applications, 

a third and fourth to solar thermal  and photovoltaic conversion methods 

etc.    A database relevant to solar electric power generation cannot 

bo uniquely identified as a separate entity distinct  from that  for 

any other area of research,  development  or application.     Indeed, 

in many analytical  and assessment  studies in solar energy using, 

for example,   systems  analysis or technology forecasting techniques, 

access to other areas of energy information might  be roquired in 

addition. 

The  scope and coverage of scientific and technical  information 

in solar onergy is well illustrated by the following solar enorgy 

catogory definition in the current  ERDA Energy Information Database 

subject  catogory listing. 

"Information on conversion of solar radiation to useful amounts 

of electric energy,  the use of solar energy for heating and cooling, 

or any other use of solar enorgy that  might  contribute tc the total 

onergy budget.     Information relating to all technical aspects of the 

dosign,   research and development,  manufacture,  testing,  «and operation 

of solar cells  and solar collectors arc included.    AI30 included is 

information on materials with indicated utility in solar celle or 

solar converters." 
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Size and Characteristics of the Database 

Taking the above definition of scope and coverage,  there are 

probably acne ten thousand relevant  articles,   reports and mono- 

çraphs,  mainly  in the English language,  which constitute the basic 

information resource.    This probably does not   include much material 

from Eastern Europe and the USSR,  and m?.\  not   include literature 

published in Japanese.    Alf.o,   Liiere may bo an  (unknown) quantity 

of material produced by  individual firms not   published or otherwise 

made available   for dissemination:    the  eet imat e certainly includes 

a high proportion of recuite, from "ork done by industry under govern- 

ment  agency contract,   ; n the caso of material  originating in the USA. 

It  can be expected that  the proportion of £.o-called "non-conventional" 

literature  (i.e.   laboratory and contractor reports,  which do not 

appear as formal  publications) will be  high,   as is usually the case 

in mission- or application-oriented R + D fields.    Por example,   in 

atomic energy the  ratio of non-convent ial to convential literature 

is  1:5.    The growth-rate  of scientific and technical  literature re- 

levant to solar energy is increasing:     a reliable estimate  is that 

additions will reach a figure of 200 per-month in 1976. 

R + D Information  in Europe    (Sourcos  available) 

The survey of  scientific  -ind technical  information activities 

in the IEA European member stater, ir  far from complete,  but  a 

source of information frequently mentioned vi- that  contained in the 

computer files of the RECOii (Remote Console)  interactive information 

system operated by the Space Documentation Service of the European 

Space Agency,  which can be accosted through a data network,  ESANET. 

Nodes of thjo network are located in Denmark,   France,  the German 

Federal Republic,   Italy,  the Netherlands,  Spain,  Sweden and the UK. 

Access is,  however,   poasible from other countries using normal dialled 

telephone connections.    Some twelve computerised information data- 

bases are available for  interrogation,   of which the following have 

been identified as having some sol^r energy content: 

NASA (aerospace and related technologies) 

INSPEC (applied physics) 

METADEX (metallurgy,  etc) 

ENGINEERING INDEX    (general engineering) 

Government  Ro se arch 

-*JMk-<J 
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Abstracts (NTIS - technology) 

All the above,  except  IN5PEC arc USA products.    The occasional 

useful reference could also bo  found in other files available  over 

the network,   e.g.  World Aluminium Abstracts Nuclear Science Abstracts 

and Chemical Abstracts Condensates, 

Because this  information resource  is available to users  in 

most  of the European IEA member  states,   it  is of some  importance 

to estimates the probable relative  coverage of the subject,  in these 

files,  as compared with the toal  national solar energy database. 

While  it  could bo argued that  the total database does not  yat 

exist,  the nearest  approximation to it   is the content   of the  solar 

Energy Bibliography produced by EHDA;  '..hich now contains approximately 

10,000 itsrru    The total relevant   content  of the ESANET databases 

probably  amount« to something ever half this number,  but no exact 

estimate can be made without  a detailed overlap check which Ì3 costly 

and time  consuming.    Nevertheless,  the existence of the ESANET 

resource and its general availability within Western Europe  is a 

valuable asset to R + D work in that  area.    It  does net,  however, 

contain information on current  research,    k'ith regard  to future 

growth it  may be that coverage  of the subject  from those databases 

may tend to deteriorate s<.>mowhat   ouing to the  fact that  as the US 

solar energy programme grows,  much of the resulting material  will 

appear on the ETÏDA database  (EPDA contractor report    etc) in pre- 

ference to the other databases'.     Wh:;le nen-ERDA solar energy material, 

where appropriate,  will appear  in the Engineering Inde?- database, 

and NTIS will presumably maintain its present  coverage,  the problem 

would best  be solved if the new EKDA database were available  for 

interrogation over ESANET, 

Turning to non-computerised sources,  contracts in the IEA 

member States were asked to indicate what   journals and other publi- 

cations they found useful.    Replies so far received aro  insufficient 

to permit  conclurions to be drawn.    The general  impression is,   however, 

that useful   information is dispersed over so many publications that 

classical  literature searches yielding a satisfactory percentage of 

the material relevant to a problem is a major difficulty oven for those 

users with access to major libraries. 
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So far only two attempts to croato a specialised energy data- 

base with a significant  solar energy content have come to light during 

the  surveys   both in the Foderai Republic  of Germany,   one at JÜLICH 

and the other at KA1USRUHE.     The litter centre is the German focus 

^ for  inpu   to  DUS and is therofo   ; the  centre of G<.   man information 

services in the atomic energy field,     it   is understood that this 

* activity is being extended to cover the whole energy field.    The 

JÜLICH „olar energy databank  is in the planning stage. 

R + D Information in the USA     (introduction) 

The present  position can best be understood in relation to the 

development   of the ERTA Energy Information Database  (EED3).    This 

is a computer database composed of all  items reported in ERDA 

Research Abstracts, which covers all publications reporting ERDA- 

sponsored rosoarch, Energy Abstracts for Policy Analysis (also an 

ERDA publication),  the ERDA  mpul to BJIS  in nuclear ncience and en- 

gineering and non-ERDA non-nuclear material  appearing in the pub- 

lication Energy Abstracts.    This latter  is a sub-set  of Engineering 

Index but  specialises in all engineering disciplines related to onergy. 

Thus,   both ERDA and non-ERDA material in the field cf solar energy is 

included in EEDB.    Material  of non-US  origin is accfuired by exchange 

agreements.     It  is understood that EEDB will replace Nuclear Science 

Abstracts in July 1976.    Solar energy information originating before 

the creation of EEDB arose from many sources apart  from the published 

literatu J  (the NASA and NSF pre rammes for oxampl   ) but  it  is be- 

lieved that   all this material  is included  m a Solar Energy Biblio- 

graphy published by the ERDA Technical  Information Center. 

Organization 

The implementation of the ERDA scientific and technical infor- 

mation programme  is the responsibility of the Office of Public 

i- Affairs.    The Technical Information Center  at Oak Ridge,  Tennessee  is 

responsible  for all ERDA technical publications and creation of the 

database.    The ERDA database  is available  for interrogation within the 

' USA over the ERDA (formerly AEC) RECON network,  serving ERDA centres 

and main contractors.    The central node  of the network is also at 

Oak Ridge  in the Oak Ridge National Laboratory. 

*-*MM« 
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Solar Energy Content of EEDB 

The sub-categories of solar energy 

follows: 

RESOURCES AND AVAILABILITY 

HEAT STORAGE AND REJECTION 

SITE GEOLOGY AND METEOROLOGY 

included in EEDB are as 

TOWER FOCUS POWER 
PLANTS 

LINEAR PARABOLIC 
POWER PLANTS 

OCEAN THERMAL GRADIENT 
POWER PLANTS 

SOLAR RADIATION 
UTILITJATION 

SPACE HEATING AND AIR 
CONDITIONING 

COOKING 

FURNACES 

DISTILLATION 

DRYING AND CURING 

DESALINATION 

WATER HEATING 

HEAT ENGINES 

SOLAR COLLECTORS AND 
CONCENTRATORS 

ECONOMICS 

»VIRONMENTAL ASPECTS 

SOLAR ENERGY CONVERSION 

PHOTOVOLTAIC CONVERSION 

THERMIONIC CONVERSION 

THERMOELECTRIC CONVERSION 

PHOTOSYNTHETIC CONVERSION 

PHOTOVOLTAIC POWER PLANTS 

SOLAR THERMAL POWER PLANTS 

ORBITAL POWER PLANTS 

Other Databases 

Computer databases containing relovant materials are NASA, 

NTIS, and COMPENDEX (Engineering Index).    The solar energy category 

of EEDB will,   it  ID understood, contain material from these files. 

Pro-1976 relevant  information from these files have been included 

in TIC's solar energy* bibliography. 

A bibliography on solar thermal onorgy is published by the 

Technology Applications Center at the University of New Mexico.     It 

contains about 4,000 items,  and is being updated.    The oxtont to 

which its contents are included in the TIC Bibliography,  which has 

wider scope,   is not precisely known,  but this ought to be noarly 

100$, sir.co sources are much the same.    There is no computer tape 

service. 
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ANNEXES 

A"NEX 3 

LIST OP CENTRES INVOLVED IN TH!J DEVELOPMENT 0* SOLAR ENERGY 
UTILIZATION,  WITH WHICH CONTACT HAS BEEF ESTABLISHED 

Ecole Nationale Supérieure des Arts et Métiers 
151  Boulevard de ]'Hôpital 
Paris  13e 
Prance 

Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt für Luft- und Raumfahrt 
Pfaffenwaldring 33 - 40 
7000 Stuttgart 
FRG 

Institute of Applied Physiss 
1  Stieltjeswep 
Delft 
Netherlands 

Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique 
15 quai Anatole Prance 
Paris 
France 

University of Technology 
Delft 
Netherlands 

Laboratoire de Physique des Solides 
1  Place Aristide Briand 
92190 Meudon-Bcllevue-- 
Prance 

Laboratoires d'Electroniques et de Physique Appliquée 
3 av nue Descartes 
94 Limeil-Br4vannes 
France 

Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique 
Laboratoire de l'Energie Solaire 
B.P.  5 
66120 Odeillo-Pont-Romeu 
France 

Central Sait taid T'arine Chemicals Research Institute 
Oijubhai Badheka Marg 
Bhavnagar 36A 002 
India 

Birla Institute of Technology and Science 
Pilani 
Rajasthan 
India 

Nuclear Atomic Energy Commission 
Athen8 
Greece 
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National Council for Iihergy 
Athens 
Greece 

Physics Laboratory 
University of Patras 
Greece 

College of engineering and Applied Sciencte 
Arizona State University 
Tempe, Arizona 8528I 
USA 

Solar Ihergy and Hhergy Conversion Laboratory 
College of lüigineering 
University of Florida 
Gainesville, Plorida 32611 
USA 

Brace Research Institute 
MacDonald College of MacGill University 
Ste. Anne de 3ellevue HOA  1C0 
Quebec 
Canada 

Austrian Solar and Space Agency 
Garnisongasse 9 
1090 Vienna 
Austria 

Committee on Solar Ehergy and Research 
Australian Academy of Science 
P.O.  Box 216 
Civic Square ACT 2606 
Australia 

Laboratoire de l'Energie Solaire du Mali 
B.P.   134 
Bamako 
Mali 

L'Office de l'Energie Solaire 
B.P. 621 
Niamey 
»Tiger 

Solar Shergy Application Laboratory 
Colorado State University 
Fort Collins 
Colorado 80523 
USA 

Stichting TOOL 
P.O. Box 525 
Eindhoven 
Netherlands 

University of Campinas 
Caixa Postal 1170 
Campinas,  Sao Paolo 
Brazil 
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ANNEXE". 

ANFEX 4 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 

Small Solar Power Systems, ASSA,  FA-3,  August   1976 

Results of an enqu.ry on Research and Development performed in 

the member countries of th : International Energy Agenoy,  ISA. 

Prepared by the Austrian Solar and Space Agency, ASSA.    The 

Austrian Solar and Space Agency was charged by the Federal 

Ministry of Science and Research to carry out an enquiry 

amongst all member countries of the International Energy Agen- 

cy concerning national activities in the field of ornali solar 

power systems.    This enquiry includes work being carried out 

in member states on Research and Development of solar power 

plants and their subsystems as well as information systems 

covering this area. 

Plat Plate Solar Collectors and their Application to Dwellings 

(Low Temperature Conversion of Solar EnergyJ 

Prepared by A.  Eggers-Lura for the Commission of the Euro- 

pean Communities.    The documentation section of this report 

surveys the present  state of the art,  and thereafter a summary 

is given of solar R and D uork undertaken so far in the  indi- 

vidual EED countries,   in other European countries,  and in 

countries outside Europe that  have made  important contributions 

to solar energy research. 

Survey of Solar Energy Products and Services,  May 1975 

Prepared by the Science Policy Research Division, Congressional 

Research Service,  Library of US Congress.    This survey was 

conduoted to obtain descriptive information on solar energy 

hardware and related services. 

Solar Energy - A UK Assessment;    Hay 1976 

Prepared by the UK Section of the International Solar Society. 

A report of the panel convened by UK-ISES to analyse all as- 

pects of solar energy systems and to assess the potential for 

solar energy utilisation and research and development needs in 

the United Kingdom and for export. 

Solar Desalination - Status and Potential A.S.I.S. Rome, May 1976 

Prepared by C. Mustacchi et ai.  for the Commission of the 
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European Communities?. 

The aims of this study  include:    a summary of the 3tate of the 

art  in the field of solar deaalination?   u choice in priorities 

for future programmes  of research and development;  an indication 

of the potential Lena fit s cf technological  advance and of the 

appropriate siting of the research efforts. 

A Survey of Solar Agricultural Dryers Technical Report T99i 

December 1375- Braco Research Institute, îlacdonald College 

of McGill University,   St. Anne dc Bellevue,   Quebec,  Canada 

This report attempts to roviow some of the  solar agricultural 

dryers actually built  by experimenters and practitioners in 

the field. 

Les problèmes du desallement  de l'eau de mer et de* eaux saumâtres 

J.P.  Vaillant 

T^jrrolles éditeur, Paris,   1970 

Solar lfrier.?y for Heating and Cooling of Buildings 

Patton, Moves  Data Corporation,   1975 

Solar Heating and Cooling 

Kreîiler and Kreith 

McGraw Hill,   1975 

Solar lihergy for T'an 

B.J.  Brinkworth 

The Compton Press, Compton Chamberlavne  ,  Salisbury,   1972 

The 1972 Handbook of Fundamentals 
The 1972 Handbook of Systems 
The 1972 Handbook of Applications 
The 1972 Handbook of equipment 

Published by the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and 

Air-conditioning lligineers,   Inc. 

Solar Cells 

Edited by Charles S.  Backus,   IüXD Press,   1976 

Solar Tfriergy - A Course of Lectures 

•   Edited by H.  Messel and S.T.  Butler 

Oxford, Pergamon,  1975 

Various publications of the Solar liiergy and Fhergy Conversion 

Laboratory, University of "lorida 

Various publications of the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, University 

of California 
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Various publication» of the Brae« Research Institut«, MaoQill 

Uhivsrsity 

Cataloguée and literature from manufacturers and research 

institutions 

Papers presented to Symposia organised by WSSCO and HMO, 

and the Organization of American States 

Photovoltaic power and üB Applications in Space and on Earth 

International Congress - The Sun in the Service of Mankind 

UÎT5SC0, July 1973. 






